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About the Program
Supported by The Government of Canada’s Women
Entrepreneurship Strategy and the Banff World Media Festival,
BANFF Spark offers training, mentorship, and market access
to women entrepreneurs in the screen and media industries.
The program has a strong mandate to champion diversity at
its core and is designed to advance gender equality across the
media sector, bolstering the economic success of all women,
including women of colour, Indigenous women, women with
disabilities, LGBTQ2+ women, and non-binary individuals. It
is open to applicants from Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan,
Alberta, and British Columbia who are ready to grow or launch
their own businesses in the screen-based industries.

Contact Us
Program and application enquiries:
banfffellowships@brunico.com
Sponsorship opportunities:
kejem@brunico.com & bboudreau@brunico.com
Media enquiries:
sberment@brunico.com & eharding@brunico.com
www.spark.banffmediafestival.com
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Alex Bailey

Co-Founder/Producer, First Mark
Alex Bailey has been creating films since she
was a teenager as a director, writer and producer.
Her directorial work has been shown by TIFF, VIFF
and various others and her photojournalism has
been published by Al Jazeera, VICE, CBC, and
CTV, among others. Alex became a member of
the Directors Guild of Canada as an Assistant
Director when she was 19 and was fortunate to
work on television shows such as The Handmaid’s
Tale, Suits and various others. When she was 21
she worked as a writer’s assistant in Los Angeles for Ron Friedman on a Pixar
China Animation and live action cross over and in 2017 she worked as a writers’
room intern on the children’s television show: The Next Step. Alex is currently a
part of the National Screen Institute IndigiDocs Program producing “Trying to
Concieve” - a short that follows a queer bi-racial couple having their first baby
through IVF. Notable publications include having the Toronto International Film
Festival publish an interview with Alex exploring her work in their Fall 2017
ACTION Report and helping create and act as a member of the TIFF NextWave
Committee, a committee dedicated to open TIFF’s doors to those from all walks
of life and ages.
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Jennifer Beasley

Founder and President, Big Cheese Pictures
A WGC-nominated writer with comedy and drama
television screenwriting credits to her name, Jen
Beasley has been active in the film communities
in both Toronto and Winnipeg for almost two
decades. Following a seven-year stint as an assistant
cameraperson on various film and television
productions and before that as a high school
teacher, Jen segued into the television story
department, and has written and story edited
for a number of Canadian series.
As a Production Executive with Buffalo Gal Pictures, Jen has been integral to
both the development and production divisions and adept at shepherding
projects from the initial stages through financing to delivery. In the fall of 2017,
Jen was named Buffalo Gal Pictures’ Head of Development, and currently
oversees the company’s diverse feature and television slate.
In 2016 she founded Big Cheese Pictures, an independent company with a focus
on the development and production of scripted and unscripted live-action and
animation. In 2019, one of the company’s development projects was selected to
be presented to a jury at MIPTV’s inaugural Preschool Animation Pitch and most
recently, the series was awarded selective program funding, with the support of
Manitoba Film and Music, via CMF’s Early Stage Development Program.
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Jessie Behan

President/COO, Aux Mode
Innovator. Female Entrepreneur. Sales leader.
Building strategic partnerships has been a strength
of Jessie’s throughout her career and allowed her
to build a professional network of loyal and trusting
clients. Jessie joined Aux Mode in 2015 when it
was a bootstrapping MediaTech startup out of
the Founders house. Her responsibilities helped
solidify the foundation for the business, double
the client base, and align strategic partnerships
in the entertainment community. Jessie is also an
Actress, Voice Talent, and former Viral Video YouTube Sensation (Bridezilla)
so she is no stranger to the entertainment industry. Prior to joining Aux Mode,
she was a leader in the financial services industry for 8 years. The knowledge
she garnered from her Bay Street days was invaluable and her performing arts
experience taught her to think outside the box with creative problem solving.
The milestones Aux Mode surpasses every year now, are a direct result of
Jessie’s ability to provide exceptional business development solutions and
strengthen the company’s internal infrastructure. Jessie’s qualifications include:
YouTube certification (2015), CSC & CIM designation (2015), Graduate of The
Second City Conservatory (2010), Master’s degree in Broadcast Journalism
from York University (2008), & Bachelor of Arts from McGill University (2005).
www.auxmode.com
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Lauren Bercovitch

Head of Production, Kelly&Kelly
Lauren Bercovitch is a Vancouver-based Canadian
producer and director. After Production Managing
at Adbusters Media Foundation for five years and
being instrumental in starting the Occupy Wall
Street movement, Bercovitch transitioned from
print to film and television, producing everything
from reality cooking shows to Hallmark movies,
from indie docs to web series.
Bercovitch produced the Leo-award-winning
Anna & Kristina’s Grocery Bag, which was also nominated for a Gemini Award.
In 2014, Bercovitch produced the TV movie Anna & Kristina: Cooked and was
a producer on Brent Hodge’s A Brony Tale, a documentary about the bronies,
the teenage and adult fans of the television show My Little Pony: Friendship is
Magic. A Brony Tale had its world premiere at the 2014 Tribeca Film Festival
and was met with critical acclaim. She was also the 2018 winner of the Toronto
Shorts International Film Festival Jury Prize for Best Experimental Short for An
Army of Hearts (2017) which she co-directed and co-produced.
After giving birth to her first daughter she took the plunge and started her
own creative studio, Kelly&Kelly, with her husband and pseudo-brother, where
she is the CFO/Director of Operations and Production and an all-around bosslady. Bercovitch is now Head of Production and Development at Kelly & Kelly,
an award-winning creative studio, where they produce premium podcasts
and video.
www.kellykelly.ca
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Sara Blake

Founder/Producer, Ceroma Films
Sara is a Vancouver based producer with a passion
for sharing peculiar stories bolstered by distinct
visuals. Her producing credits include feature film
Raf (TIFF, VIFF 2019) and a collection of shorts:
Award Winning Deady Freddy (Ottawa International
Animation Festival, VIFF 2019), Cosmic (2019),
Loretta’s Flowers (Edinburgh International Film
Festival, VIFF 2018) and Medical Drama (ClermontFerrand, VIFF 2018).
Sara’s films have been supported through Telefilm Canada, Harold Greenberg
Fund and Canada Council for the Arts. She was a nominee for the 2019 CMPA
Kevin Tierney Emerging Producer Award. Currently, Sara is in post-production
on the feature film Be Still (Telefilm Talent to Watch) and is in development on
Invasions (OMDC IFF 2018; IFP Week 2019).
www.saraluisablake.com
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Rebecca Campbell

Owner/Producer/Director, Catapult Pictures
Rebecca Campbell has worked on multiple awardwinning web series, documentaries, innovative
digital projects and 360 video. Her director/writer
experience includes ‘Kanada Girl,’ a short film
which screened at 15 international film festivals;
two seasons of ‘Squeaks & Cheeks’, a stopmotion
animation series, which won the AMPIA (Alberta
Media Production Industry Association) award for
Best Children’s Series; several episodes of ‘Kitten TV,’
Telus’ most-watched free VOD program; ambient
television projects ‘Pulled – a Dogsledding Experience’ and ‘Bird Sanctuary’;
forty segments for ‘AMI This Week,’ and two hour long documentaries for
AMI-tv: ‘Postcards from Quebec’ and ‘A Taste of the Prairies.’ Her producing
experience is varied, including a scripted CBC Kids digital pilot ‘The Girl Who
Talks to the Moon,’ which was recently nominated for a Golden Sheaf Award
at ‘Yorkton Film Festival’ and ‘Last of the Fur Traders’ which won an AMPIA
award for Best Production Reflecting Cultural Diversity. In June 2019 she
received $25,000 from TELUS in development funding and in September
2019 TELUS greenlit the first feature film that she will write and direct with
$250,000 in funding.
www.catapultpictures.ca
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Lauren Corber

Founder/President, LoCo Motion Pictures Inc.
Lauren Corber is a producer, entertainment lawyer
and the founder/president of LoCo Motion Pictures.
One of Canada’s leading digital content producers,
Lauren’s most recent series, International Emmy
nominated, How to Buy a Baby has been named a
top web series to watch by the Globe and Mail and
Now Magazine. It premiered on CBC in November,
2017 and has won Best Web Series at the Canadian
Screen Awards, Best Comedy at the Indie Series
Awards, Best Writing and Best Lead Performance
at the International Academy of Web Television Awards and has been invited to
screen at festivals in Canada, the US, Asia and Europe. She also produced two
seasons of the CSA award-winning CBC comedy, My 90-Year-Old Roommate
starring Paul Soles (Spider-Man) that has over 1 million views.
Lauren is in post production on her third series, children’s production,
Detention Adventure for CBC Kids. Up next is digital comedy series The
Communist’s Daughter, winner of the Just for Laughs ComedyPro Stand
Up ‘N Pitch competition which will commence production in early 2019.
Currently a member of the Board of Directors of the CMPA, Lauren has
been actively involved with the organization for over 10 years. Lauren holds a
Bachelor of Commerce (McGill) and a Bachelor of Laws (Osgoode). She is an
alumnus of the CFC Producer’s Lab, NSI’s Totally Television Program, the WIFT-T
Development Incubator and the Bell Media Executive Produce Accelerator Lab.
www.locomotionpix.com
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Flordeliza Dayrit

Director of Programming and
Acquisitions, Muslim Kids TV
Flordeliza Dayrit began her career in 2004 as coproducer of the documentary series A New Life
in a New Land: The Muslim Experience in Canada
(Vision TV, SCN, CLT). The series was pivotal
to building understanding of Canada’s Muslim
community. The educational components of the
project (website and guide) are used until today in
schools and cultural training. The series went on
to be broadcast in Brunei, Iran and Saudi Arabia.
In 2006 she worked as an Art Director for several TV projects in Cairo, Egypt.
Flordeliza started writing and directing TV series in 2007 with the Hurray
for Baba Ali series that has been viewed over 17 million times on YouTube.
In 2014 she co-founded Muslim Kids TV the first English language SVOD
for this audience. The platform launched with 200 episodes of self-produced
content. Muslim Kids TV now has over 3,000 episodes of licensed and original
production. Flordeliza is Director of Creative Production and is prolific in the
production of self-financed TV series including live action, 2D animation and
puppet shows. She manages a team of creatives around the world.
Muslim Kids TV has users in 60 countries via web, mobile and Smart TV apps.
Muslim Kids TV has won the best eLearning platform in 2018 from Digital
Alberta. Their work has been covered in publications around the world including
a recent article in Kidscreen Magazine on faith based children’s content.
www.muslimkids.tv
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Trish Dolman

President/Producer, Screen Siren Pictures
Producer, Director, and Writer Trish Dolman is the
president of Screen Siren Pictures, an independent
television and film company based in Vancouver.
Trish has spent 27 years in the industry, carving
out a niche as a notable documentary, feature film
and television producer in BC, Canada and abroad.
She’s produced over 13 documentaries, 14 feature
films and several international treaty co-productions.
Her projects have won acclaim and awards,
screening at various marquee international festivals.
Trish recently produced Indian Horse, a feature film adaptation of the awardwinning novel which earned over $1.7 million in Canadian theatres, becoming
the most successful English-Canadian release of 2018. Trish also produced
and directed Canada In A Day, a hugely successful crowdsourced transmedia
project that was then curated and edited into a feature documentary. In addition
to the numerous awards her productions have garnered, Dolman herself has
gotten attention as one of the most influential women in Vancouver’s media
landscape from several organizations, and previously sat on the CMPA Board
of Directors. Trish is currently producing The New Corporation, a sequel to
the most successful Canadian documentary of all-time; directing Citizen Bio,
a feature-length documentary that profiles the biohacking subculture for
US cable network Showtime; she is a producer on French Exit, the feature
adaptation of Canadian author Patrick DeWitt’s award-winning novel; and is
also producing the landmark 4-part documentary series British Columbia –
A History for Knowledge Network, which will examine the last 150+ years
of British Columbia’s history through a diverse and pluralistic lens.
www.screensiren.ca
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Melissa Dotto
Co-Founder, SetTek

Melissa Dotto is a newcomer to the world of film.
With over 10 years as a Behavioural Consultant in
the Early Child Development field and as a small
business owner she has been thrilled to embrace
this new phase of life. She has been working as a
Cast Assistant for several seasons and is hopeful
to continue exploring jobs this industry has. When
not working she enjoys gardening and travel.
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Leigh Doyle

Partner & VP Operations, DJG Global Marketing
Leigh Doyle is a co-founder at DJG Global
Marketing Services Inc. in Toronto. Leigh has more
than 13 years of experience working in consumer
and B2B publishing, digital media, social media,
marketing, and content marketing with a focus
on building replicable systems and high-performance
teams. She specializes in data-driven editorial
strategy for complex, innovative, large-scale content
marketing programs that evolve over time to bring
brands to life and deliver measurable business value.
She has worked on dozens of local, national and North American-wide content
marketing programs across a variety of highly-regulated industries that use an
audience-first approach to content to drive measurable outcomes for clients.
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Meghan Duffy

Executive Producer, Black Watch Entertainment
Meghan Duffy is an up and coming film
and television producer located in Winnipeg,
Manitoba - home of the largest production tax
credit. After spending several years working in
network television, she decided to move back
home to Winnipeg to be with her friends, family,
but to also launch her company Black Watch
Entertainment which is now entering it’s 10th
year. Meghan works as a service producer for
clients around the world, and also creates her
own film and television concepts with her team.
www.blackwatchentertainment.com
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Alison Duke

Partner, Oya Media Group
Alison “Golde” Duke is an award-winning producer,
director and visual artist with over 20 years of
experience telling dynamic stories that illuminate
the black experience in Canada’s history. She has
a great body of work starting from her cult classic
hip hop documentary Raising Kane: a rapumentary
(2001) to Promise Me (2019) her recent short film in
post-production which illuminates social issues. She
has collaborated on many social justice films such as,
Yvonne Welbon’s Sisters in Cinema (2007), Andrew
Niskers’ Garbage: The Revolution Starts at Home (2008), and Dany Chiasson’s
My Joan of Arc (2009). Duke was also the Canadian producer on Thomas Allen
Harris’ NAACP award-winning feature documentary Through a Lens Darkly:
black photography and the emergence of a people (2014). Recently Alison
directed Cool Black North (2019) a two hour TV special for City TV about the
contributions of past Harry Jerome Award winners over 40 years to Canada.
She also co-wrote and co-produced, Ngardy Conteh George’s Mr. Jane and
Finch for CBC Docs POV.
www.oyamediagroup.com/oya
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JoAnne Fishburn

CEO, Good Influence Films
JoAnne Fishburn has a background feature film
production as well as documentary filmmaking
having been involved with projects for HBO, History
Television, Discovery and NatGeo. Her producing
credits include ‘Fezeka’s Voice’? (Best International
Documentary, Tri-Continental Film Festival 2009).
She lived in the UK for 9 years, where she gained
experience in film finance, international coproductions and impact producing. Over the last 6
years she has developed a number of alternative distribution strategies, raising
$500K+ and developing partnerships with Google, AARP, RBC Foundation,
Canada World Youth and other national and international organizations.
In 2016, as a response to the Truth and Reconciliation Calls to Action she
initiated INDIGENOUS 150+ a film and conversation series dedicated to putting
Indigenous voices centre stage. The project is currently running in 5 communities
and is working closely with Winnipeg Aboriginal Film Festival, Wapikoni Mobile,
ISUMA TV, and other partners to build a National Indigenous Cinema Screening
Initiative. Working with One Dish One Mic Podcasters from Niagara Region,
she has recently launched a Youth Ambassador Programme that is training
Indigenous and non-Indigenous youth across the country to moderate screening
events and be cultural curators by creating their own podcasts.
www.goodinfluencefilms.com
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Amy Fox

Founder/Producer, Trembling Void Studios
Amy founded Trembling Void with a simple
objective: redefine prevailing narrative standards
by creating high quality yet socially responsible
content. This quest has taken her to writing and
producing The Switch, the world’s first transgender
sitcom. Amy’s stellar track record of delivering film
after film on-budget combined with a profound
understanding of story and narrative structure
makes her an asset to every production.
www.tremblingvoid.com
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Trinni Franke

Co-Founder & Producer, A Token Entertainment
Trinnia Franke is an award-winning AustralianCanadian filmmaker and digital media producer
based in Toronto. As a Producing Masters graduate
of the esteemed Australian Film, Television and
Radio School, she has over 15 years of producing
and onset experience in Australia and Canada. Her
short films have played in festivals around the world.
On the digital side, she’s been employed as a Media
Producer and Social Media specialist for Cineplex,
Union Pictures, A71 Entertainment and Triptych
Media. As the New Media Director and producer’s assistant for Canadian-FinishGerman co-production “The Girl King” (2015) produced by Triptych Media, she
managed all international press and produced the EPK to assist the release. As
in-house producer at Willis Sweete Productions, she’s been part of the awardwinning documentary feature and series “Songs of Freedom” (2014), “Year of
the Sheep” (2015) and “I Lost My Talk” (2016) - a multi-screen dance projected
with a live performance by the National Arts Centre and Toronto’s Luminato
Festival. A graduate of the National Screen Institute’s Features First program for
her film “Rust” (in development, to be directed by Anita Doron), most recently
she’s produced the high-octane apocalyptic road movie “SuperGrid” (2018),
as well as the first season of “Tokens” web series (2019) with writer/producer/
director and business partner Winnifred Jong.
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Synnöve Godeseth

Founder and Co-Owner, Location Fixer Productions
Synnöve is the founder of Location Fixer Film &
Event Liaisons, a leading film location management
company in Vancouver, BC. She has 15+ years
of production & location experience in Canada
& the UK.
Over the years, Location Fixer has expanded
its repertoire of locations including Educational,
Industrial and Residential. Synnöve also still enjoys
the process of making films and has acted as an
Independent Producer on numerous short films over the past few years, gaining
funding from Harold Greenberg, Storyhive and 20th Century Fox /Tongal.
www.locationfixer.ca
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Tanya Gough
Founder, StoryBilder

Tanya Gough has been at the cutting-edge of
emerging technologies for over two decades,
with experience in dynamic web development,
eCommerce, app development, social media,
AR, AI and data-driven interactive projects. Tanya’s
unusual background allows her to leverage a unique
blend of tech-focused process capabilities and
language-based communication skills in her work.
Her career began with 4 years of teaching ESL in
Japan, followed by 10 years at the helm of The Poor
Yorick CD& Video Emporium in Stratford, Ontario. Given her proximity to the
Stratford Festival, Tanya was able to spin out a Shakespeare specialty catalogue
and built the company into a global Shakespeare supplier with customers
in 42 countries. Tanya then transitioned into content management, first in
corporate roles and as a freelancer (since 2011). Some of her employers and
clients included national and international firms, such as Research in Motion/
BlackBerry (telecommunications), Shoppers Drug Mart, The City of Toronto,
Harris Broadcasting, Automation Anywhere, Huawei, and Microsoft, as well
as industries as diverse as arts, music, retail, pharmacy, healthcare, finance,
cosmetics, IT technologies, international law, children’s brands, and food.
Throughout her career, Tanya has designed and executed content projects,
social media campaigns, corporate research, and marketing promotions for
global brands, start-ups and government agencies.
www.storybilder.com
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Kat Kelly Hayduk

Producer, Turtlebox Productions
Kat has over two decades of experience in
media production. While still in college in the
US, she interned as an assistant story editor in
New York, reading novels and scripts for potential
film adaptation. After college she moved to LA
and worked in digital visual effects and then as a
production supervisor at DreamWorks Animation
on The Prince of Egypt and Shrek. After meeting
her Canadian husband, Kat moved to Vancouver
and landed in video game production at Electronic
Arts, managing teams of artists on various titles. In 2009, she left EA to start
Turtlebox Productions with her cameraman husband, Cam. Turtlebox is largely
focused on creating children’s media. They have produced dozens of shorts
for PBS, Universal Kids, Sesame Workshop and CBC and they have several
shows in development.
www.turtleboxproductions.com
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Joanne Henry

Principal Owner, Lakeshore Media Services
Joanne Henry is the founder and owner of
Lakeshore Media Services Inc. a leading provider
of described video, sometimes referred to as audio
description, for the Canadian film and television
market. A commitment to a high-quality standard,
making media fully accessible for persons who are
blind or partially sighted and providing an enriched
and enjoyable viewing experience for all ages, is
at the heart of Lakeshore Media Services.
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Jennifer Holness

President, Hungry Eyes Media
Jennifer has created and produced several TV series
including: Shoot The Messenger (CBC, WGN), Guns
(CBC) and She’s the Mayor (Vision, BBC WW). She
is also in development with CBC on the comedy
series, #relationship goals and the drama series,
The Wild. She produced the TV documentaries Speakers For The Dead that she also directed (CBC),
Badge of Pride (CBC & PBS), Brick By Brick (Omni),
Yin Yin Jade Love (TVO), and Dolores: Art of Art
Modeling (Bravo!). She is in post on the feature doc
Hispaniola, with director Michele Stephenson (American Promise) for PBS. She
is the Executive Producer of feature doc Black Zombie, currently in development
with CBC’s Doc Channel.
She is also directing her feature doc Subjects of Desire about cultural
appropriation and the Black female image. The documentary is in production
with TVO. Jen’s feature credits include Home Again staring Stephen James
and Tatyana Ali and she wrote the story for and produced the triple Genie
nominated feature, Love, Sex and Eating the Bones that also won 9 festival
awards including the Best First Canadian Feature at TIFF. Other feature projects
include the German-Canadian co-pro RipTide, which is being distributed
by Mongrel Media.
www.hungryeyes.ca
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Monique Hurteau

Owner/Founder, Through and Thru Films
Monique Hurteau, MBA, of Through and Thru Films
is a producer, writer, director and fellow of the 2019
Netflix-Banff Diversity of Voices Pitch Program.
Monique is also a multi-disciplinary artist whose
work has been exhibited in the Canadian Museum
of History and her paintings can be seen in the US,
UK + across Canada. She’s also performed stand-up
comedy across Canada, appeared on CTV and as a
writer for the iconic Canadian comedy series, CBC’s
The Debaters as well as the Indigenous Music Awards and the opening events
of the Canadian Museum of Human Rights.
In 2019, she was 1 of 4 women from across Canada chosen by Eagle Vision
to write + direct for The Truth Sharing Podcasts commissioned by the National
Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls. She also
wrote, produced + co-directed, the 2016 documentary Chasing Lear.
A ravenous learner, Monique holds a Master’s of Business Administration
with a specialization in Management Consulting and is an alumna of Women
in the Director’s Chair 2019 Career Advancement Module and 2019 Story +
Leadership programs.
www.throughandthrufilms.com
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Winnifred Jong

Co-Founder, A Token Entertainment Company
Winnifred Jong is a Writer/Director/Producer and
Co-Founder of A Token Entertainment Company.
Named 2018 Playback’s 5-to-Watch, Winnifred
Jong is a Toronto-based alumna of the Women In
the Director’s Chair (WIDC) and Ryerson University.
Her recent directing work can be seen on CBC’s
highest rated drama, Coroner and on CBC’s web
series, Frankie Drake Mysteries: A Cold Case and
upcoming on eOne/Global Television’s Nurses and
Private Eyes and Hallmark’s Mystery 101: Dead Talk.
Winnifred created and directed the comedic web series, Tokens, for which she
is nominated for Best Director at New Zealand Web Fest (pending). As a select
Wattpad Studios creator, she produced and directed the short film, I am Max
Destin. The Offer, her debut short film won the Deluxe Canada First Award at
Lakeshorts International Film Festival and was nominated Best Short for 2016
DGC Awards. Her second award-winning short Milk is currently on the festival
circuit. With over 365 minutes of produced content as a director, Winnifred Jong
backs up her experience with over 20 years of screen-based industry previously
as a script supervisor.
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Maria Kennedy

Owner & Producer, Little Engine Moving Pictures
Maria Kennedy is owner and co-founder of Little
Engine Moving Pictures, a creator-driven, awardwinning production company that specializes
in original live-action CGI-hybrid series for Kids
and Family.

www.littleengine.tv
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Carina Kom

Manager and Lead Consultant, P.V.P: Games
and Entertainment Publishers
Carina Kom (she/her/hers) is a Canadian game
producer and people manager - with 10+ years
of experience marching through QA, Community
Management, Game Design, and Game Production,
she is also the founder of Vancouver’s first pitch
circuit for games and entertainment. When she is
not at her day job, she is a games consultant and
mercenary for indie and start-up entrepreneurs,
and furthermore, is an organizer for Women in
Games Vancouver. She likes to think she’s funny
and adventurous, and lives with passion plus intense curiosity.
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Lena Lees-Heidt

Partner, Play Management Inc.
With over 19 years of experience in the industry,
Lena is a founding partner at Play Management
Inc. Established in 2006 alongside Vickie Petronio
and Trina Allen, Play has come to be recognized as
one of the premiere talent management companies
in Canada. With offices in Vancouver, Toronto,
and Atlanta, Lena has had an integral part in the
growth, strategy and direction of the company,
whilst concurrently servicing her roster of on-camera
talent and directors. With relationships on both
sides of the border with broadcasters, networks, studios, and the top agencies
and management companies, Lena takes great pride in her work, whether
it be developing young talent, or working with established, award-winning
performers. She is recognized for her attention to detail, curated approach,
and is always proud to be a contributing factor in her client’s accomplishments.
Although her primary focus is in talent management, Lena has become actively
involved in the literary and production aspect of the business. She has operated
in the capacity of producer on various short films, and factual based projects,
and loves supporting her clients in their creative endeavours when it comes
to developing content.
Lena sat on the board for Women in Film and Television Vancouver for two
years, and was recently on an advisory committee for the Whistler Film Festival
in 2018. She is currently a mentor with the Greater Vancouver Board of Trade.
www.playmgmt.com
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Lori Lozinski

Producer/Director/Writer, Violator Films
Lori Lozinski is an award-winning filmmaker based
in Vancouver, BC and the President of Violator
Films Inc, an independent production company
that has been telling maverick stories since 2007.
Recent films are the Canada/Norway Co-Produced
feature film The Body Remembers When the World
Broke Open (Berlinale 2019 World Premiere) and
the documentary RETAKE for CBC. Past films
include Once There Was A Winter (VIFF 2017) and
she Executive Produced Never Steady, Never Still
(TlFF 2017 World Premiere). Lori is an alumna of Norman Jewison’s Canadian
Film Centre, Trans Atlantic Partners, Women In The Director’s Chair and the
Rotterdam Lab and has been nominated as an Established Producer for the
2019 CMPA Indie Screen Award. Prior to producing, Lori was a project manager
in the Telecommunications industry.
www.violatorfilms.com
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Sharlene Millang

Producer, Treaty 6 Productions
Sharlene Millang, BA, BMgt (high distinction) started
out on stage, then discovered passion as a film actor
and learned of her talent for producing. She’s coowner of two production companies and co-founder
of Edmonton Short Film Fest with Daniel Foreman.

www.treaty6productions.ca
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Leena Minifie
Owner, Stories First

Leena Minifie (Gitxaala/British) is a digital strategist,
impact and media producer based in Vancouver.
She is the CEO of Stories First and a founding
partner of Cool.World web app. Leena holds a
BA in Indigenous Studies and BFA in New Media
from the Institute of American Indian Arts. Leena’s
experience producing media projects includes series,
documentaries, webinars, radio broadcast, culture
retention projects and news sites. She has worked
as a journalist and is a co-founder of Ricochet.
Media. Leena has deep experience in film, television, but focuses primarily on
online digital campaigns and digital media strategy for social impact. Before
starting her consultancy, she worked at a digital agency in Minnesota. In 2019,
she returned to the west coast to work with Screen Siren Pictures and Animikii
for the #Next150 campaign for the film Indian Horse and implemented roll-out
strategies for theatrical release; domestically, it broke the 2 M mark in box office
sales. Additionally, she was a key member of The Grizzlies digital roll-out and
lead strategy for theatrical launch for US distribution. Leena is currently the only
First Nations woman to participate in the Aspen Institute and the U.S. Embassy’s
Edward R. Murrow Journalism Program in Washington, DC.
www.storiesfirst.ca
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Trish Neufeld

Director/Producer, Story Box Movies
Cat lover and filmmaker for a couple decades, Trish’s
passion for storytelling led her to found STORYBOX
in 2015. She hasn’t looked back. She has a diverse
creative background in film and television ranging
from animated features to commercials.
Recently she worked as a talent producer on
Network Entertainment’s eight-part documentary
series The Age of AI. She loved every minute of it.
Currently directing her first documentary feature,
Me Mum & Willie, a Knowledge Network Original as well she continues to
work on corporate projects with clients she loves.
In 2017 she directed a short-documentary Save Space Nugget and became
one of the top 12 finalists in BC’s famous Crazy8’s festival for her short film
My Blue Balloon.
In 2003 she attended the Producer’s Lab at the Canadian Film Centre and
produced the award winning short The Porcelain Pussy. During college (and
while still a youngster) she produced and directed a documentary, Mi Pasión
which was nominated for a Leo and won 3rd place at the BC Student Film &
Video Awards.
Her formal credits (but she’s not very formal!) include a Master in
Communications from Royal Roads University and a Diploma from Capilano
College’s Media Resources Program 1996.
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Jenny Ng-Turner
CEO, Theia Entertainment

Jenny is a Chinese-Canadian freelance Producer/
Director. She began in the film industry as an actor
and discovered her aspiration for producing and
directing through works in Independent film projects.
Her love of the creative arts began as a child in Hong
Kong with the 1970’s era of Hong Kong style martial
arts film and television.
Her acting journey led her to the 2013 Women in
the Director’s Chair in Banff. She was part of the
acting ensemble working with talented emerging directors, actors and film crew.
She has produced multiple short films and directed her first project A Mother’s
Love in 2017. She produced and completed her first Independent feature film
A Desperate Road in 2018.
Aside from film work, Jenny is also a practicing registered nurse working in
mental health, addictions and integrative health for over 20 years. Most of
her practice has been with the inner-city and underprivileged population.
Jenny is also a student of martial arts (Kung Fu) and has been training and
teaching for over 20 years. Her current project From Combat to Peace is her
first documentary. It is inspired by her experience with her Kung Fu school,
which has been in operation in Winnipeg into its 6th decade.
Jenny aspires to produce projects to enrich, immerse and connect people
empathetically in a variety of mediums. She believes in collaborating with
creatives from diverse sectors to create experiences that will push the
boundaries of imaginations and open opportunities for compassionate
learning and understanding.
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Brittany Nguyen

CCO, Origins Media Haus
Britt is a Toronto-based content creator who
specializes in visual storytelling. From a single
picture or frame, Britt meticulously plans out what
the audience sees and how they should feel with
each image. She loves the grind and hustle of the
entrepreneurial lifestyle. The fast paced nature
and the constant challenges keeps her creative
juices flowing and continually keeps Britt on top
of creating the next visually beautiful trend.
www.originsmediahaus.com
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Laura O’Grady

Producer/Director, Snapshot Studios
With more than 20 years of production and project
management experience, Laura endeavours to
bring a steady and creative hand to all projects.
She served as VP of Production for Pyramid
Productions (2000-2009) and Spotlight Productions
(2012-2018) before launching her own company,
Snapshot Studios Inc, in 2018. This challenging
new adventure is allowing her to expand her
business acumen well beyond production.
She hopes to grow Snapshot into a diverse
and inclusive production house in the years ahead.
While her own company may be new, her career as a producer has been
going strong for more than 20 years. She has produced, coordinated, written
or directed thousands of hours of content, ranging from news documentaries
for national broadcasters (Thin Ice) to digital content that has garnered millions
of views (Yoga for Kids).
From 2012-2018 Laura worked closely with TELUS to develop the awardwinning documentary content stream TELUS Originals, a series of films that
have won numerous provincial and national awards, including a 2018 Canadian
Screen Award for the digital short The Secret Life of Amber Valley.
As a filmmaker and director Laura has achieved success in the documentary
and digital genre, debuting two short films at Hot Docs (Cafe-Nation, Eviction
Notice) while also garnering CSA directing (digital) nominations for Queer
Hutterite and Gross Indecency: The Everett Klippert Story.
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Stephanie Ouaknine
Co-Founder, Tinderbox

One of Playback’s “5 to Watch” class of 2018, Steph
Ouaknine is an award-winning producer specializing
in niche series and international co-pros. She has a
proven track record of creating evocative series that
have garnered passionate fans, critical acclaim, and
forged innovative new revenue models. She creates
content that finds an audience.
Steph has co-created and produced CARMILLA,
the award-winning multi-platform series that ran
for 108 episodes and spawned a global, engaged community. Financed by
U by Kotex, the series topped 100+ million views, earning accolades from
Cannes Lion, Rockie Awards, multiple Canadian Screen Award wins, Webby
and Streamy, and MIPTV’s “Brand Content of the Year” 2018 Award.
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Joan Prowse

Co-Founder & Producer/Director, CineFocus Canada
Joan Prowse is a documentary filmmaker, television
producer and digital media content creator
committed to environmental and social change.
She co-founded CineFocus Canada in 1991 to tell
thought-provoking stories and to deliver them on
accessible platforms to inspire people to take action
on important issues. As a writer, director and editor
at CineFocus, Joan has created 25 hours of primetime arts, biography and social issue documentaries
and 50+ commissioned videos for government
and non-profit organizations. From 2010-2017, she taught documentary and
dramatic scriptwriting in the department of Media Studies at Niagara College
and was on the board of the Planet in Focus Environmental Film Festival. Joan’s
notable credits include the international documentary hit, “Beauty and the
Beach’’ and the Juno-nominated biography “Buffy Sainte-Marie: A Multimedia
Life.” She has produced and directed the biography series Lucky Breaks that
aired on A&E’s Biography Channel and created 28 profiles of celebrated
Canadian musicians, directors and actors for Global’s Northern Lights. The
pilot for her latest TV series, Green Heroes was a nominee at the Banff World
Television Festival in 2010. Joan is an alumnus of Ryerson’s Radio and Television
Arts program, the Canadian Film Centre, the Banff New Media Institute, OCAD
University’s Imagination Catalyst, and the National Screen Institute and is a
current member of the Writers Guild of Canada and past member of Women in
Film and Television - Toronto and the Documentary Organization of Canada.
www.cinefocus.com
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Jennifer Pun

Producer, Edge Entertainment
Jennifer Pun is a producer at Edge Entertainment.
Together with producing partner, Rosalie Chilelli,
they develop original content for Film, Television,
and Digital Platforms. Jennifer’s producer credits
include the award-winning tween series HOW
TO BE INDIE, tween action/adventure series
CONNOR UNDERCOVER, the Canadian Screen
Award nominated best feature FALL and cult
horror THE VOID.
Prior to this, Jennifer held management positions at several production
companies including Capri Films and Heroic Film Company and has acted as
business consultant to a number of leading film, TV and digital companies.
www.edge-enterprises.ca
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Judith Pyke

President, Curious Features
Judith Pyke is president of Curious Features.
As a multi-award winning executive producer,
showrunner, director, and writer of unscripted series
and specials, her work has aired on networks all over
the world. She loves collaborating with top creative
professionals to make absorbing television and films.
Judith’s latest documentary, Living Colour, for CBC’s
The Nature of Things, is a fascinating exploration of
the science of colour and features world renowned
scientists and people who see colour in remarkable ways.
She executive produced, directed and wrote Inseparable for CBC Docs POV in
2017. The film has won a 2018 Platinum Remi Award, two bronze medals at the
2019 New York Festivals, one for Best Directing and one for Best Biography; a
2019 Canadian Screen Award nomination (Best Biography) and nominations for a
2018 Golden Sheaf Award and 2 Leo Awards (Best short doc and Best Direction
in a short doc).
In 2018, Judith was nominated for a Canadian Screen Award for Best Direction
in a documentary. The film, which she also co-wrote, researched and story
edited, was Cracking Cancer for CBC. A showrunner of award winning series
and specials, Judith has tackled a huge range of stories, often directing and
producing in diverse and challenging locations. She has interviewed and directed
hundreds of people including renowned artists, scientists, international figures
and village locals.
Judith has received several fellowships, including a Harvard Medical School
media fellowship (2018) and was the Harvey Southam Lecturer in journalism
and non-fiction at the University of Victoria (2018).
www.curiousfeatures.ca
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Fiona Rayher

Co-Founder and CEO, Hoovie
People know Fiona as a filmmaker (last film,
Fractured Land), public engagement specialist
and entrepreneur (previous company, Gen
Why Media). She studied political science and
communications, and then social innovation at
the University of Waterloo. Now she’s Co-founder
and CEO of Hoovie.
Here’s what sparked Hoovie: While touring
Fractured Land across North America, Fiona
discovered that when people watch a timely film with like-minded people
in a unique and more intimate space, this creates a much richer experience
than going to a movie theatre, or watching alone through a screen at home.
Hoovie is a platform that makes it easy for anyone, anywhere to build
community through social cinema experiences.
Hoovie was started to create a new, passive revenue stream for filmmakers
- and build community through cinema. The goal is to redefine the moviegoing experience to be social, human and conversational so it’s once again
an essential part of people’s lives.
www.hoovie.movie
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Moyra Rodger

Founder and CEO, Magnify Digital
Moyra is an award-winning producer, entrepreneur,
and media industry innovator. She is the founder
and CEO of Magnify Digital, a strategy agency
specializing in products and services that enable
creators to build large and engaged audiences
around their TV, film and web content. Moyra and
the Magnify team work with media and production
companies, celebrity talent, and funders, across
all genres.
Prior to launching Magnify Digital, Moyra spent twenty years producing awardwinning prime time programming for every major television network in Canada.
She expanded into the digital space in 1999 and started Magnify in 2008.
Magnify Digital began as a service agency, offering a turn-key solution for
producers looking to outsource their audience building activities. Today,
in addition to providing agency solutions, Magnify Digital delivers training
under the Magnify Discovery Lab banner. Our latest innovation, ViewerCentric™,
is a first-of-its-kind software solution that makes it faster and easier for content
creators, funders and broadcasters to build and measure digital strategies
in-house.
Moyra is recognized as a thought leader on the subject of discoverability,
audience development, and content strategy. She is a published author,
speaker, and consultant.
www.magnifydigital.com
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Nicolette Saina

Co-Founder, Animated Film Gardens
Nicolette Saina, is an award-winning writer, producer
and director of live action films, with experience in
CGI animation and entertainment law. Animated
Film Gardens Inc. (AFG) is an original-content startup
animation studio.
Over the years, she has developed an expertise
on both the creative/storytelling and financing sides
of the business and has been the lead financing
producer in over $20 million of productions.
Nicolette has received a Global TV ‘Woman of Vision’ award, has sat on
national and provincial awards juries and also on boards such as the Edmonton
International Film Festival. She has been awarded several scholarships for
writing, producing and directing, as well as has an Osgoode Certificate in
Entertainment Law. She is also taking on-going long distance courses in
English Literature from Oxford University and has recently made significant
inroads into the Hollywood talent/agent arena.
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Rebecca Singh

Founder, Leader Audio Description
and Described Video Services
Rebecca Singh is an entrepreneur and in-demand
professional accessibility service provider. Her
speciality is Audio Description (AD), also known
as Described Video (DV). She writes and produces
scripts which describe the essential visual elements
of a film or video, for the benefit of blind and
partially sighted audiences. Rebecca is one of a
handful of professionally trained Audio Describers
in Canada. She works with community consultants
and employs international standards and guidelines
towards excellence in the field. She is versed in US and UK standards, guidelines
and methods, and is proudly helping to define the “Canadian accent” in
Audio Description.
Rebecca has created the Audio Description for “Servant” an upcoming M.
Night Shyamalan series and “Ordinary Love” a TIFF premiered feature film.
Recent projects include content from CBC, ACTRA and several universities.
In March 2019 Rebecca was honoured to be the first Canadian to speak at the
Advanced Research Seminar on Audio Description in Barcelona. She is now
preparing a chapter on Canadian audio description for a handbook published
by Routeledge.
Rebecca has been the development coordinator for Black Women Film! Canada
for the past 2 years. She is active on the women’s committee of ACTRA and
occasionally works as an actor (Handmaid’s Tale), and has experience as a
Cultural Professional (Cultural Director, Consulate General of Israel to Toronto
and Western Canada).
www.rebeccasingh.com
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Nicole St.Pierre

President, Sungate Films
Nicole St. Pierre is a lawyer who has worked
exclusively in the film and television industry for 25
years in business and legal affairs. She is currently
Senior Vice President, Business & Legal Affairs with
Mercury Filmworks which produces high quality
animation. She previously worked in live action in
Ottawa. Nicole is the President of Sungate Films,
a new live action production company she started
with Mercury.
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Kim Temple

President, High Priestess Publishing
Kim Temple has over 20 years of experience in
music publishing rights and royalty management.
She is Head of Licensing & Publishing at Six
Shooter Records, and Senior Manager, Member
& Industry Relations at Music Publishers Canada.
She was recently appointed to the City of Toronto’s
Music Advisory Council. Her varied background
includes managing film and TV score copyrights
at MRD - Music Revenue Data, as well as working
in production on “Canadian Idol” in the Music
Department. She is also a Juno-nominated musician who appeared in Toyota’s
drummer mom hero commercial. Her new joint venture with Six Shooter
Records is a music publishing company called High Priestess Publishing,
created to help film & TV producers, composers and songwriters manage
their music publishing rights and collect international revenue.
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Virginia Thompson

President & CEO, Vérité Films Inc.
President and CEO of Vérité Films, Virginia is
an award-winning executive producer and TV
series creator who has created and produced
comedies, dramas, animation, children’s and youth
programming, documentaries, performing arts
programming, and digital series.
Virginia is Executive Producer of Canada’s #1
comedy brand, Corner Gas. The brand includes the
highest-rated show in the history of CTV Comedy,
and now a flagship series on IMDb TV in the US, Corner Gas Animated; the
2016 Golden Screen Award winner for the highest-rated scripted program in
Canada, Corner Gas: The Movie; and the highest-rated Canadian comedy series
of all time, Corner Gas: The Sitcom. All series stream on Crave in Canada and
IMDb TV in the US.
Virginia is Executive Producer/Co-Creator of the comedy series InSecurity
(23 episodes, CBC), the award-winning youth dramatic series and e-zine
renegadepress.com (53 episodes, Global, APTN), and the internationally
acclaimed children’s series Incredible Story Studio (65 episodes, Disney,
YTV, Nickelodeon).
Working with JUNO Award nominated Jeremy Fisher and Hidden Pony
Records, Vérité is currently in development with Jeremy’s Tunebug, a whimsical
animated children’s series that uses Jeremy’s catchy songs to engage kids in
song and story creation.
www.veritefilms.ca
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Heather Walker

Owner/Producer, Yowza Animation Corp
Heather has worked in the animation industry
since 1986. She was instrumental to the creation
and maintenance of procedural infrastructure
of Nelvana, producing there for 12 years. She
has produced a full range of broadcast products
including commercials, award-winning children’s
animated series and features for such clients as
DreamWorks, Nickelodeon, Cartoon Network,
Warner Bros Animation, NBC Universal, and more.
After 8 years at Yowza Animation as Executive
Producer, Heather bought the company’s brand and is now the sole owner
of one of the most prestigious animation companies in the world.
www.yowzaanimation.com
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Marliss Weber

Owner, Parodos Media
Marliss spent the first five years of her career as
a television producer with Global TV. In that time,
she produced over 250 regional and national
commercials, three factual television series,
and many corporate videos. Many of these
productions won national awards. In the years
to follow, both as an independent producer and
with her own communications company, Parodos
Communications Inc., Marliss produced many
more corporate videos for clients, with a more
strategic lens. Parodos Communications Inc. has been offering communication
strategy and social media content creation and management for over 12 years,
helping organizations tell their stories in engaging and meaningful ways. One
of the awards she has received with this company was the prestigious IABC
Capital Award for our comprehensive social strategy with the City of Edmonton
Women’s Initiative.
Marliss has also spent five years with the Group of Rogues, an award-winning
digital media production company, as an executive producer, managing
producer, story consultant, writer and director. Their flagship project, Necessary
Evil, has screened at festivals around the world, received 23 award nominations
(and counting) and won the Rosie for Best Screenwriting - Drama Under 30,
Best Webseries at the Blood in the Snow Canadian Film Festival, and Best
Production Design at the Seoul Web Fest.
www.parodos.ca
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Melanie Windle
Co-Founder, Tinderbox

Melanie Windle is a media strategist and
entrepreneur. When she was in grade four, she
started an ‘art school’ at lunch that was shut down
by the teacher after a parent complained about
‘giving her daughter a dime for daily art classes’.
Melanie was left holding a bag full of dimes,
her entrepreneurial instincts intact.
An award-winning producer, arts-educator,
and conversation starter, she has led numerous
exploits in the arts and culture, and media sectors. She is currently Manager
of Programming at the Canadian Academy, where her portfolio includes
the Directors Program for Women, and the Members Lounge; the five-day
professional development conference during Canadian Screen Week. She
brings her astute and well-informed industry perspective to the Academy,
championing talent, innovation, and excellence while prioritizing inclusion,
representation, and diversity. Prior to that, she was a creative producer at
Shaftesbury for four years, leading the charge on many successful digital IPS
and branded projects, including Carmilla, an often cited case-study for audience
development, self-servicing funding model, and successful community building.
Melanie Windle and Steph Ouaknine’s professional journeys intersected
at Shaftesbury in 2014, and there was immediate synergy. They have since
developed and produced numerous projects, mostly under the Shaftesbury
shingle, and now they have expanded to the freelance development of a
selection of targeted television projects. However, ever the pragmatists, they
have decided to join forces in a bespoke consultancy firm offering some of
what they do best to other creators and producers; audience development,
fan engagement, and platform strategy.
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Theresa Wynnyk

Owner, Company of Women on the Screen
Terri Wynnyk has devoted herself to telling stories
focusing on social justice issues, women’s stories,
and the Arts. Her work seeks to inform and change
attitudes, whether it is in the area of children’s rights,
addressing the complex issues of drug addictions
or in fostering new attitudes towards the earth as in
her latest series Sustainable Me.
Wynnyk’s production company, Company of Women
on the Screen, has over twenty years experience in
production. She has worked with CBC as an associate producer, with the NFB
as both a producer and director, and with various film companies in a variety of
capacities. COWS has produced some of the best award winning productions
in the province.
www.companyofwomenonthescreen.ca
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Sahar Yousefi

Founder/CEO, Nava Projects
Sahar Yousefi is a producer based in Toronto. Her
latest feature, the Telefilm-funded documentary
PLAY YOUR GENDER, won the Edith Lando Peace
Prize, among other accolades, and is currently
playing on CBC’s Documentary Channel.
Prior to establishing Nava Projects, Yousefi was
a researcher and production coordinator at the
National Film Board of Canada, where she worked
on various documentaries and interactive new media
projects, such the award-winning NFB SPACE SCHOOL. Yousefi also worked
as a business manager for various property development companies for several
years. As an independent producer, she produced four narrative shorts, including
A SUICIDE AT THE GUN RANGE (2015) and PLAY REWIND PLAY (2016), as well
as content commissioned by various international clients, such as branded series
for Mirum Agency and editorial documentaries for VICE Arabia.
Yousefi has a Bachelor of Arts degree from Dalhousie University and is an
alumnus of the Atlantic Filmmakers Cooperative’s Film 5 Program and the
Shaw Media Diverse Voices Program. She is a member of the Canadian Media
Producer’s Association, the Documentary Organization of Canada, and Women
in Film & Television. Yousefi is currently developing series with the support of
various broadcasters, such as Bell Media and the CBC. Her development slate
also includes projects with award-winning filmmakers, including Amirah Tajdin
(2018 Sundance Lab, 2015 Cannes Director’s Fortnight), Lina Roessler (2017 TIFF
Talent Lab, 2019 TIFF Writer’s Studio), Blain Watters (SLEEPING GIANT, 2015
Cannes International Critics Week), and Yassmina Karajah (2018 Russo Brothers
Fellowship Award, MoMA New Directors/New Films 2018), among others.
www.navaprojects.com
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Emilia Zboralska

Co-Founder & Executive Director, Pink Moon Studio
Emilia Zboralska, PhD is co-founder of Pink Moon
Studio (formerly King Squared Media), an end-to-end
media company that tells compelling, authentic and
strategically crafted stories that are designed to rise
above the noise, currently in post on its 1st feature
“Lean Out”. She is director of Ryerson’s Transmedia
Zone, which is a media industry innovation incubator
that focuses on supporting projects that push the
boundaries of art, narrative and technology, and a
board member of the Independent Production Fund.
Emilia received her PhD from Ryerson University in 2018. Her multi-award
winning research investigates the realities of entrepreneurship in the digital-first
sector and provides the first benchmark analysis of gender and race across key
creative roles in Canadian scripted web series. She was recently awarded the
Ryerson Gold Medal, and the Communication and Culture Dissertation Prize
for her work. Emilia’s research has been published in peer-reviewed journals,
and she’s been invited to present it at conferences worldwide. She has also
been invited to share her findings with Canada’s key cultural decision makers,
including the CRTC and Heritage Canada.
Emilia is also the former President of the Independent Web Creators of Canada,
an association that advocates for Canadian web creators, and the parent
organization of T.O. Webfest, an international festival that celebrates excellence
in web series. Prior to Pink Moon Studio and her PhD, Emilia worked in factual
entertainment doing freelance casting and development research. Before that
she was an actor in commercials and also a community reporter.
www.pinkmoon.studio
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Maria Armstrong

CEO & Executive Producer, Big Coat Media
Maria Armstrong is CEO and Executive Producer
at Big Coat Media, formerly known as Big Coat
Productions. In 2016, with Big Coat’s rapid growth
in digital content, the company was rebranded and
renamed Big Coat Media. Prior to Big Coat, Maria
was Director of Original Productions for W Network,
where she established a strong independent
production department and was responsible for
all original productions for the network. Maria
has over 30 years of extensive experience in
the television and film industry. Starting her career in casting, Maria quickly
established herself as one of Canada’s foremost casting directors. At the CBC,
Maria was Head of Talent and Executive Director of Talent Relations, in charge
of casting all CBC productions and talent development. In 1996 she left the
CBC to launch Armstrong Productions, which became one of the country’s
leading independent production companies, with seven highly rated television
series airing on a variety of Canadian networks. At Big Coat, Maria is currently
executive producing the critically acclaimed, Gemini Award-nominated series
“Love It or List It” on HGTV Canada and HGTV (US), currently in production of
its eighth season. Maria is also Executive Producer of “Love it or List it Vacation
Homes”, which recently aired on W Network and received two 2017 Canadian
Screen Award nominations, as well as “Love It or List It Vancouver”, currently
in production of its fifth season for HGTV Canada.
www.bigcoatmedia.com
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Camille Beaudoin

Co-Founder and CEO, Mosaic Entertainment
As Co-Founder and CEO of Mosaic Entertainment,
Camille has guided the development, production,
and post-production of over 100 episodes of TV
comedy series’, three mobile games, countless
hours of digital content, and three feature films
including Canadian Screen Award-nominated and
Kidscreen Award-winning #Roxy starring Booboo
Stewart (Disney’s Descendants) and Danny Trejo
(Machete). As Founder and Executive Director of
Girls In Film & Television (GIFT), a not-for-profit
dedicated to addressing the issue of gender parity and representation on
screen, Camille is focused on inspiring teen girls to get behind the camera
through fun and engaging hands-on learning and support.
Camille is a National Screen Institute alum, Edmonton Screen Industries Office
Advisory Committee member, Edmonton YWCA’s 2014 Woman of Distinction,
and Avenue Magazine’s Top 40 under 40.
www.mosaicentertainment.ca
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Carol Beecher

Co-Owner, Fifteen Pound Pink Productions
Having been intimately involved with the animation
community in Alberta for almost 30 years Carol
Beecher has gathered in-depth knowledge and
experience that encompasses production in
traditional and digital 2D and 3D modes, nonprofit programming and administration, and postsecondary teaching and curricular development.
As an independent animator she has a solid
understanding of the many modes of expression
available to this art form, and in 1994 she and partner Kevin D.A. Kurytnik
formed Fifteen Pound Pink Productions. The body of work that they created
allowed them to become NFB filmmakers, with the successful completion
in 2017 of the award winning film Skin for Skin.
Carol’s interests extend into all forms of expression in the media arts. She is a
voracious consumer of books and documentaries on filmmaking, production
design, biographies, storytelling, and film and animation aesthetics, and thinks
of herself as a life-long learner. Documentary, live action, and animation are all
very distinctive media art forms, but the creative process is surprisingly similar;
ideas have to form and be developed, research needs to be done, be it for
the subject matter or the visual/artistic approach, and collaboration is essential.
Each form also has its own production pipeline to follow, but organization,
problem solving, effective budgeting, and focus to completion are a part of
them all. This is what she respects and admires about what we do as creators.
www.fifteenpoundpink.com
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Cjay Boisclair

Co-Founder, Askem Talent
Cjay Boisclair is a writer, director and producer from
Kamloops BC. As part of a very small film community
she branches out into many areas of filmmaking.
Cjay started as an actor and quickly progressed
to writing her first short script, The Bench, which
has won numerous awards and nominations at
international film festivals. Her second script, Stood
Up, won her a seat in the Women in the Director’s
Chair – Short Works Program, where it was chosen
for a grant for funding. The resulting dialogue-free
short film is currently enjoying a robust film festival run. Currently, Stood Up, has
27 awards or nominations and has been selected for 51 film festivals nationally
(and it has yet to hear back from a third of its submissions!). Now in preproduction for her first feature film, a lengthened version of her award-winning
short script, The Bench, Cjay divides her time between being a mom and
helping to run Askem Talent in her hometown with her husband, Duane Boisclair.
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Kerri Borsuk

Co-Founder, Piramide Productions
Kerri Borsuk, Canadian film and television producer
and music supervisor, is Co-Founder of Piramide
Productions. With offices in Canada, USA, and
Italy, Piramide offers an authentically international
perspective for global storytelling and co-production.
Kerri produced several films including documentary
feature I WANT MY MTV (A&E, Tribeca premiere);
documentary feature HENRI DAUMAN: LOOKING
UP (Samuel Goldwyn, Hamptons premiere);
documentary feature BODYSLAM: REVENGE OF THE BANANA! (Virgil Films,
Tribeca premiere), and documentary short OIL SLICK. Additionally, Kerri executive
produced documentary feature BOTERO (Palm Springs premiere) and UK/Italian
scripted feature THE HABIT OF BEAUTY (Rome Film Festival premiere).
Kerri music supervised documentary features I WANT MY MTV, BOTERO,
HENRI DAUMAN: LOOKING UP, RAMBLIN’ FREAK, SILICON COWBOYS,
and BODYSLAM: REVENGE OF THE BANANA! as well as documentary
short OIL SLICK.
Previously, Kerri was a senior marketing executive & video commissioner also
handling branding and sponsorship acquisitions in the music industry for fifteen
years at Warner Bros. Records, Nettwerk Music Group, and Epitaph/Anti/Hellcat
Records. Some of her Grammy, Academy, Juno, Tony award and Mercury Prize
winning artists included: Tegan and Sara, The Black Keys, Tom Waits, Neko
Case, Daniel Lanois, Nick Cave, Boots Riley / The Coup (SORRY TO BOTHER
YOU), The Flaming Lips, Deftones, fun, Sarah McLachlan, Avril Lavigne, Rancid,
Glen Hansard (ONCE), Dropkick Murphys (THE DEPARTED), Eddie Izzard, Birdy,
Angus and Julia Stone (TWILIGHT), and Foals.
Kerri is an active Board Member of WIFT International representing WIFT-I at
global markets and conferences advising Sweden’s CARLA 2020 Conference
in Karlskrona, SE.
www.piramideproductions.com
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Carly Brenner Hunter

Founder, Carly Underwater Film & Safety
Carly Brenner Hunter is an established Director and
Underwater Cinematographer, based in Toronto,
Canada who has shot films globally. She is one of
only a small handful of commercially dive certified
underwater cinematographers in Canada, and
one of the few females in the world. She has been
commissioned to direct underwater, and has shot
many underwater segments for several feature
films, TV series, both scripted and non-scripted,
music videos and commercials. Carly shot her
first short film, which was quickly followed by her second short film, both of
which have been entered into film festivals worldwide. She is actively seeking
new and exciting projects to collaborate on and shoot. Carly is sought out
and commissioned because of her unique artistic vision, and vast underwater
expertise. Currently, Carly has entered her films into competitions and is hoping
to go after funding for ‘the bigger picture’, and shoot long format pieces.
www.carlyunderwater.com
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Carla Bridgewater

Owner & Founder, Sherana Productions
Carla Bridgewater is the proud owner and founder
of Sherana Productions. As one of Calgary’s
most experienced independent Producer/
Director/Writers, Carla and her company Sherana
Productions, brings extensive television experience
to the table when producing projects. Carla has
produced, directed and written hundreds of
television and video projects, including awardwinning television documentaries, commercials
and multi-camera live events.
Carla is attracted to socially conscious productions that serve the public
interest. As an example, Carla produced “Tough to Swallow, Meals that
Sparked a Seniors Revolt”. The film went viral and received unprecedented
media coverage and was instrumental in getting the government to improve
the shamefully poor quality of meals for older adults.
The phrase “story is everything” applies to Carla’s work. She firmly believes
that every production must contain meaningful content, produced in a way
that engages the viewer on an emotional level and goes “Above the Noise,
Straight to the Heart” (Carla’s latest film). This film features the Prophets of
Music emerging artist program and the healing and transformative power
of music. Barclay Hunter created POM, after his son and four friends were
stabbed to death at a house party in Calgary.
Carla is looking forward to growing her business and creating more, meaningful
productions in the years ahead.
www.sheranaproductions.tv
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Tanya Brunel
Founder, cineGUIDE

Tanya, Métis from Manitoba, has been developing
and producing motion picture, television and digital
media content with a focus on Indigenous stories as
an integral part of the White Bear Films production
team since 2001.
She started as a Production Manager and Line
Producer on multiple documentary series and in
the fall of 2005 produced her first dramatic feature
film entitled Mr. Soul about a serial killer who preyed
on Native women. Prior to that she produced 4 seasons of Cool Jobs, a youth
series which sought to demystify the workforce for Indigenous youth - and won
a Blizzard award in 2000 for Best Children’s Program at the Manitoba Motion
Picture Industries Association biannual awards.
In 2007 she took a position as the Performing Arts Program Coordinator at
the Manitoba Arts Network, the provincial programming body representing
community arts councils with a mission to foster arts and culture in rural and
northern Manitoba. During her tenure she increased community presenter
participation in the North, and Indigenous performer and presenter participation.
She also designed an easily accessible electronic block booking tracking system
for community presenters and performers; effectively digitizing the entire
Performing Arts Program.
She returned to developing and producing content with Juliana & The Medicine
Fish in 2016, The Corruption of Divine Providence in 2017 and The First
Encounter in 2019.
An alumni of Trans Atlantic Partners and recent participant in Producers without
Borders Tanya is exploring increasing international co-production and digital
marketing with AR technology opportunities.
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Emma Catalfamo

Founder & Director, Dancing Caribou Productions
Emma is an accomplished, creative and awardwinning filmmaker with extensive artistic interests.
Her recent short film, Kindling, earned a Bronze
Remi for Best Student Film at 2019 Worldfest
Houston. She is a graduate of Concordia University’s
Mel Hoppenheim School of Cinema and she earned
her MA Filmmaking degree at the prestigious
London Film School in the UK. Through film
and photography, Emma tells unique stories
and conveys complex imagery and feeling
through the creation of visual spaces. Her works are slices of life, realistic
events that are shown in ways that defy the mundanity of everyday existence.
She currently resides in Toronto.
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Sara Lynn Cauchon

Co-Founder, Inspired Entertainment
Sara Lynn Cauchon is a host, producer, speaker, and
entrepreneur.
Since launching her YouTube cooking channel The
Domestic Geek in April 2014, she has earned more
than 1.75 million dedicated subscribers and 150
million video views. Thanks to the channel’s incredible
reach Sara Lynn has had the opportunity to work with
some of the world’s largest digital content publishers
including Food Network, BuzzFeed, Popsugar,
Martha Stewart Living, and Jamie Oliver’s Food Tube. She makes regular guest
appearances on hit shows like Live with Kelly and Ryan, Dr. Oz and The Social.
And her debut cookbook Meals Made Easy launched in April 2019.
In 2015, Sara Lynn Co-Founded Inspired Entertainment, a full-service digital
production company specializing in high-quality lifestyle video, photo, and
social content for every platform. Since then, the company has created content
for some of North America’s most prolific brands including Google, Amazon,
Starbucks, Campbell’s, and Walmart.
In 2019, Inspired Entertainment launched Healthy Meal Plans - a powerful
web application that allows users to browse more than a thousand original
recipes, plan their menu for the week by simply dragging and dropping, and
automatically generates their grocery list with the click of a button. In just over
a year, the site has earned more than 50,000 registered users.
Before transitioning to digital media, Sara Lynn was an established television
producer with more than a decade of industry experience working with some
of Canada’s largest broadcasters like CBC, HGTV, and YTV.
www.inspiredentertainment.com
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Petie Chalifoux

Producer, Tohkapi Cinema
Petie Chalifoux is a Cree filmmaker from Northern
Alberta. She has chosen to be a filmmaker because it
is a powerful and creative medium to shed
light upon the realities of the social issues that
surround the world we live in today from an
Indigenous perspective.
Petie graduated with a Bachelors of Motion Picture
Arts in January 2017 and was selected to be the
very first Indigenous Valedictorian for Capilano
University’s convocation in June 2017.
Her first feature length film as a writer/producer is “River Of Silence”. With
River Of Silence she hopes to bring worldwide awareness to the issue of
murdered and missing Indigenous women and violence against all women.
River Of Silence had the world premiere screening in Los Angeles, California at the
LASkins Film Festival held at the TCL Chinese Theatre in Hollywood November
2017 where it was nominated for the “Achievement in Filmmaking” Award.
Following the feature film Petie’s directorial debut was on a Telus Storyhive short
dramatic film titled “Past Time”, a film that expresses how love can transcend
time, space and even death.
In 2019 she completed the Pacific Screenwriting Program - Scripted Lab
Series where she learnt under the showrunner Sarah Dodd. Through their time
together they worked on an eight-part, crime drama, limited series titled “City
Of Gardens” where she wrote episode 106.
Petie is currently working on her own original unlimited dramatic television series
titled “Woke.”
She hopes to continue to make a change in today’s world using film.
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Rachelle Chartrand

Co-Founder & CEO, Ignite Worldwide Media
Rachelle Chartrand has worked in the film industry
for over fifteen years, first as the creative producer
of numerous short films, including a co-production
shot in South Korea, then as president of WIFTVancouver, and now as an award-winning
screenwriter and producer.
In 2018, Rachelle launched her own production
company, My Precious Pictures, Inc. based in
Vancouver. MPP produces genre films that explore
societal issues that in turn empower audiences to transform their lives and
the world around them.
First up is the Telefilm-supported feature, CHAINED, a psychological crime
thriller written/directed by Titus Heckel, which is in post-production. The film
stars Aleks Paunovic (VAN HELSING, SNOWPIERCER), rising star Marlon Kazadi
(CHILD’S PLAY, GHOSTBUSTERS 2020) and CSA award-winning actor Adrian
Holmes (V-WARS, 19-2).
CHAINED was a semi-finalist in the 2018 Academy Nicholl’s Fellowship, as well
as winner in the Telefilm sponsored JETS Program, an international coproduction
competition held during Berlinale. The project received funding from the Harold
Greenberg Fund. Rachelle also participated in the 2018 Producers Lab at the
Whistler Film Festival.
Rachelle was a producer on DOWNLOADED, a VR narrative short directed by
Ollie Rankin and starring Tiera Skovbye (NURSES, RIVERDALE), which had its
world premiere at the Venice Film Festival, and was listed on Forbes’ 2019
“Top 50 XR Experiences”
Rachelle is also a cofounder and CEO of Ignite Worldwide Media, a new sociallydriven media tech company committed to positively changing the world.
Rachelle has a degree in Physics with a minor in Math from the University
of Alberta.
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Suzy Choueiri

Owner/Producer, Chatterbox Productions
Suzy is an experienced series producer who has
been creating content for both US and Canadian
broadcasters for over 13 years. As the showrunner
for such shows as Holmes and Holmes 3, Holmes
911, Save My Reno, Canada’s Handyman Challenge
and many more, Suzy has learned the ins and
outs of renovation/design production. While she
has a passion and expertise in lifestyle and reality
programming, Suzy has also worked on several
children’s tv series for PBS Kids (Odd Squad) and
TVOkids (Cutie Pugs, Now You Know). She has a diverse and eclectic television
production background that includes scripted union-based shows as well as
lifestyle series with “real people” casting. She is as comfortable on set with
Mike Holmes shooting a scene about load bearing walls, as she is working
with union puppeteers and animation markers in a green screen studio. In
2013, Suzy started her own production company, Chatterbox Productions,
with the help of the Ontario Self-Employment Benefit Program. Shortly after
founding Chatterbox, Suzy produced her first documentary short film, Synapse
Dance, through a bravoFACT grant. Synapse Dance saw great success as an
award winner at the 2015 Austin Revolution Film Festival for Best Foreign Short
Documentary. The film was blogged about by the Michael J Fox Foundation
for Parkinson’s Research and featured in a BBC News story in 2018. Suzy
continues to develop her own factual television projects while working as
a content creator and series producer for HGTV, DIY Network and CTVlife.
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Eva Colmers

Director/Producer, No Problem Productions
Eva Colmers is a director/producer working in
the dramatic and documentary genre with special
interest in stories about marginalized people,
immigrants and youth.
Her 12 award-winning short films screened at
numerous festivals around the globe and won
major awards such as AMPIA’s Rosie Award for Best
Producer and Best Director, EDA Award for Best
Social Journalism (DOXA Festival Vancouver), Best
Experimental Film (Female Eye Film Festival, Toronto), Golden Sheaf Award
and Best Experimental Film Award (NYC Independent Film Festival). She has
also written/directed the NFB documentaries The Elder Project, The Enemy
Within and We Regret to Inform You…
She now wants to establish her company, No Problem Productions Ltd and
herself as a valuable, diverse content creator. Recently, Eva directed/produced
for Bell Media’s BravoFACT (The Suburbanight) and BravoFACTUAL (Not a OneWay Street) as well as directed one episode for APTN’s tv series Caution May
Contain Nuts. No Problem Productions is in development with two promising
series and Eva hopes to gain more insights into the business of media
production and to put her small production company on the map.
www.noproblemproductions.ca
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Sara Corry

Producer, North Country Cinema
Sara Corry is an independent Producer in Alberta,
working closely with North Country Cinema. She has
numerous credits with NCC over the past decade,
and was Co-Producer on Kyle Thomas’ criticallyacclaimed debut feature-film, The Valley Below.
Corry has also had a lively career working in local
broadcast television and corporate video marketing.
She has also worked extensively as a freelancer in
the Alberta production world. Recent credits include
working with local production company Bamboo
Shoots as Post Production Coordinator, Lost In Space (Assistant Production
Coordinator - Netflix) and East Texas Oil (Assistant Production Coordinator
- Alberta Film Projects). Corry is currently serving as lead producer on Kyle
Thomas’ second feature film, Range Roads, made with the support of the
Alberta Media Fund and Telefilm Canada.
www.northcountrycinema.com
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Mackenzie Donaldson

Producer & President, The Donaldson Company
Mackenzie Donaldson is a Toronto and Los Angeles
based producer, director and writer. Named “One
to Watch” by Playback’s Top 5 in 2015 and a 2016
TIFF Emerging Canadian Filmmaker, Mackenzie
is most well known for her work producing the
critically acclaimed; Emmy, Peabody and CSA
award-winning; and Golden Globe nominated
show Orphan Black. Mackenzie executive produced
the award-winning and CSA nominated digital
series Whatever, Linda, which she is now adapting
into an hour long TV drama for Bell Media, through her production company
The Donaldson Company which she established in 2017. It will be Executive
Produced by one of her producing partners Graeme Manson. She released her
first feature film, and directorial debut, The Definites in 2017 through Mongrel
Media and Turn Key Films. She wrote and directed her first short film Little Black
Dress in 2016 and won Best Short Film at the Forrest City Film Festival in 2017.
She is currently developing and attached to produce and direct two scripted
features Her Collection, with Verve packaging and Nowhere, and Whimper
from Cheryl Meyer. Most recently, Mackenzie finished producing the first season
of Snowpiercer for TNT/HBO Max, from Tomorrow Studios/ITV, which will be
released in May 2020. And she is in post production on Citizen Bio, a feature
documentary for Showtime that she is producing under her company The
Donaldson Company.
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Rebecca Gibson
Partner, Eagle Vision

Rebecca Gibson is a Partner in Eagle Vision Inc.,
#16 on Playback’s Indie List in 2019. Her background
as a writer, director, producer, actor, and mentor
has given her the skills to develop and execute
projects, and the vision for growing the company
by supporting emerging, diverse artists.
Most recently, Rebecca served as Executive
Producer, Co-Creator, and Showrunner of Eagle
Vision’s Taken (APTN, CBC) in addition to being
an award-winning episode writer and the recipient of a Beyond Borders
Media Award, and three CSA nominations. Rebecca also wrote, directed,
and produced the Taken Knowledge Keeper web series and app. She also
produced the upcoming feature Diaspora.
Formerly Head of Production for the female filmmaker collective Red Czarina
Entertainment, Rebecca co-wrote and produced their award-winning drama
H&G, which was picked up by Amazon Prime, and was honoured with a recent
retrospective screening at the TIFF Lightbox. Rebecca is an ACTRA Awardwinning actor whose work includes The Pinkertons (Netflix), the film that
launched The Murdoch Mysteries, and Burden of Truth (CBC, CW). A WIDC
alum, Rebecca was the director mentor for their inaugural Short Works Award
program. Rebecca is also a fellow of TAP.
Recently, Rebecca collaborated with Women in View and the Gimli Film Festival
to create the Future is Female* mentorship program. She created and produced
Orange Daisy Project, a social action campaign in support of mental health for
teen girls and was honoured nationally as a CAMH Difference Maker. Rebecca
was ACTRA Manitoba’s 2018 Woman of the Year.
www.eaglevision.ca
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Alysse Glick
COO, Pigeon Row

From a corporate background in technology
and operations, Alysse has led an international
innovation accelerator program and worked in
talent management, digital product development
and marketing, always focused on designing
immersive, engaging experiences and quality
content, by understanding audiences and how
to connect with them. With a focus on engaging
and enabling talent, her work at Pigeon Row
is centred around creating a high performance
culture, seeking new ideas and partnerships to bring innovative marketing
and storytelling approaches to any industry or team.
www.pigeonrow.com
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Lauren Grant

Producer, Clique Pictures
Clique Pictures is a vibrant film and television
production company that focuses on working
with underrepresented creative talent in front
of and behind the camera. Clique Pictures is in
post-production on the features Sugar Daddy and
The Retreat. Recently completed films include the
feature Riot Girls and the documentary On the Line
– both nominated for multiple Canadian Screen
Awards. Previously, Clique Pictures’ produced the
features Wet Bum and Picture Day, as well as the
documentaries Metamorphosis, and Traceable. She won a Canadian Screen
Award for the short documentary Take a Walk on the Wildside and a Genie
award for the residential school musical Savage. Her work has screened at TIFF,
Berlinale, SXSW, Shanghai, and many other film festivals around the world.
The Hollywood Reporter named Lauren one of 15 Talents to Watch. Lauren
is an alumna of Trans-Atlantic Partners, Rotterdam Lab, Berlinale Talent Campus
and the CFC Producer’s Lab.
www.clique-pictures.com
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Kate Green

Executive Producer, KGP Films
Kate is an award-winning director, writer and
producer. Kate is the creator, director and producer
of NarcoLeap a sci-fi web series currently airing on
TELUS Optik, CBC GEM, and Air Canada and has
sold internationally as well. NarcoLeap garnered
a Canadian Screen Award nomination, Writers’
Guild of Canada, and three Leo Award nominations
and won Best sci-fi at Miami web fest, Baltimore
and Asia web festival. NarcoLeap is currently in
pre-production for season 2 and re-developed
development as a television series.
Kate has worked on numerous programs in lifestyle and factual television as
a producer or director as well. Her work has aired on various networks such as
HGTV, W Network, CBC, History, Fuel TV, and Slice. Kate’s first documentary,
Not A Stranger, won the Audience Choice Award at the Vancouver Short
Film Festival and was nominated for Best ‘Made in Canada’ Short at the
Northwestfest. Kate’s second documentary, Melting Stars, won Best Short
at the International Wildlife Film Festival.
Kate is a proud Alumna of Women in the Director’s Chair Story & Leadership
Program, the National Screen Institute of Canada, Reykjavík International
Film Festival Talent Lab, Vancouver Island University, and the University of
British Columbia.
www.kgpfilms.com
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Chantal Jackson

Founder, Vendetta Entertainment
Chantal Jackson founded Vendetta Entertainment
in 2020. The company has an extensive slate
of scripted and unscripted projects, and is in
pre-production on its first series with a 2021
broadcast date.
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Joan Jenkinson

Partner/Producer, Artemis Pictures
Joan Jenkinson is a Partner/Producer at Artemis
Pictures which is focused on developing and
producing high-end scripted content for television
and the cinema, for Canadian and international
audiences. She is an accomplished, veteran
television executive whose passion is to help
storytellers bring their ideas to life.
Before forming Artemis Pictures, Joan was
Vice-President of Independent Production for
ZoomerMedia Limited, Television Division. She commissioned, developed and
executive produced hundreds of hours of award-winning creative content in all
genres for VisionTV. Such titles as: SONGS OF FREEDOM, INSIDE THE MIND
OF LEONARDO, THE NAKED ARCHEOLOGIST, RABBIT FALL, and SOUL.
Joan spearheaded VisionTV’s ground-breaking DiverseTV initiative which
produced award-winning comedy and drama programs and earned her
a Visionary Award from the ReelWorld Film Festival.
For five years, Joan served as Executive Director of Women in Film and
Television - Toronto (WIFT-T), where she established professional development
training and networking opportunities for women in screen-based media.
She has served as a board member for Hot Docs and ReelWorld Film Festival
and has been a panellist at the Banff Media Festival, the Canadian Film Centre,
Strategic Partners, Hot Docs, ReelWorld, Documentary Organization of Canada
(DOC), and others.
www.artemispictures.ca
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Sarah Juma

Founder & CEO, StyleID
Sarah Juma is the founder and CEO of StyleID
- a mobile app that identifies items worn and
seen on screen.
As a serial entrepreneur and champion for diversity
and inclusion, while developing StyleID, a mobile
app that identifies items worn and seen on screen,
she discovered a severe lack of programs, mentors
and supports that took into account her unique
perspective as a woman of color.
In true entrepreneurial fashion, Sarah launched the not-for-profit Innovate
Inclusion to advocate for the economic success of tech talent and entrepreneurs
from underrepresented communities.
Sarah was awarded a BA in Human Resources with distinction from the
University of Waterloo. Additionally, she received a diploma in entertainment
management prior to leading the international marketing team for Canada’s
largest independent record label.
With a home base within the Communitech Datahub in Waterloo, Sarah has
participated in Fierce Founders, Joe Fresh Centre, & Google4Entrepreneurs.
Additionally, she led her team to win the 2017 DX3 Retail Challenge Contest
and were invited to Google London for an exclusive fashion tech program.
In 2019, Sarah was awarded as one of Canada’s top 25 Women of Influence.
www.styleid.ca
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Alyson Kelly

Producer, Hodgee Films
Driven by a passion to realize filmmaker’s visions,
Alyson Kelly is a producer best known for award
winning documentaries such as Freaks and Geeks:
The Documentary (A&E), Who Let the Dogs Out
(Telus) and Pharma Bro (Blumhouse Productions).
She has also worked on The Amazing Race Canada
and Drag Race Canada.
With a background in festival production, she has
worked with Hot Docs International Film Festival,
The Toronto International Film Festival and a number of music festivals before
joining Hodgee Films as lead producer. She now travels the world creating
content and touring her films at these same festivals. She has premiered films
at Tribeca Film Festival, SXSW, The Vancouver International Film Festival and
Hot Docs.
Alyson has created content for Blumhouse Productions, ESPN, TSN, Bell Media,
A&E, Samsung, Uber Technologies and Disney.
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Nauzanin Knight

Founder & CEO, 1844 Studios
Nauzanin Knight is a Canadian woman of Caribbean
and Middle Eastern descent. Her nuanced stories
reflect the uniqueness of her heritage as well as
her international life. Nauzanin began her career
in creative writing before directing film projects.
After publishing her non-fiction book, Nauzanin
went on to direct short films like “My Lyric I Never
Knew” (CBC Canadian Reflections & GEM 2020),
and “From the Grassroots”, a short documentary
about the Bahá’í Community of Edmonton. She is
in the process of preparing to direct a documentary film UNDETONATED on
Female suicide bombers in Nigeria. As a storyteller, Nauzanin is interested in
exposing striking stories which tell us about the universality of human emotion
despite diversity of human experience. She is the founder and CEO of 1844
Studios Inc. a production company situated in Edmonton Alberta. Her vision
for the company is that it becomes in the years to come a top content creation
company in the film industry, producing thought-provoking content which
resonates with audiences globally and fostering collaborations and partnerships
across several regions.
www.1844studios.com
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Annelise Larson
Founder, Veria.ca

Annelise Larson comes from a background
as an independent filmmaker, with training at
such prestigious institutions as the Canadian
Film Centre and Banff Centre for the Arts. Since
1995 she has been working in the field of online
marketing and has always been an avid gamer and
consumer of digital content. She works extensively
with government organizations and production
companies in the film, television and interactive
industries in North America & Europe. Her focus
is helping content creators and storytellers use the digital opportunity to
define, find, attract and engage their audiences and work toward strategic
and sustainable business models.
Annelise has sat on the Interactive Fund jury for Creative BC, the Experimental
Stream jury for the CMF and other media funding juries, has taught across the
country on behalf of such organizations as Telefilm Canada, the Canadian Film
Centre, Women in Film, the National Screen Institute and Telus STORYHIVE,
and is a highly sought after speaker for media festivals and conferences. She has
developed and implemented marketing strategies and gathered and analyzed
online data for digital and screen media products as diverse as social TV apps,
transmedia experiences, webisode series, feature films, television series and
production companies themselves. Her online digital marketing courses and
workshops for filmmakers and other media storytellers have been taught across
Canada and in conjunction with Boost Hbg in Sweden. Annelise in the process
of launching a new podcast with writer Jill Golick called STORY + AUDIENCE.
www.veria.ca
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Michelle Leader

Producer, Leader Production Services
Passionate about meeting and learning from
people, Michelle Leader began her successful
career in broadcast journalism after graduating with
honours from SAIT’s News program. She spent the
next decade honing her skills in the area of research,
writing, producing and presentation working at
several television stations across western Canada.
She was fortunate to return to her hometown
of Calgary where she became a well respected
News Anchor, Reporter and Producer for the city’s
number one news station, CFCN Television. In 2000, Michelle ventured out on
her own freelancing in a wide variety of areas which led her and her husband
to launch their own video production company in 2002 just as they started
their family. DOP Allan Leader and Michelle work well as a team and built
the business to where it is today with a firm reputation as being an industry
leader in extraordinary visual storytelling. They work with an impressive list of
valued broadcast clients including PBS, Nat Geo, HBO, Discovery Channel,
BBC, ABC, CBC, CTV and Global Television. They also collaborate with a wide
variety of corporate clients including McKinsey and Company, Nexen, Suncor,
Deloitte and Ernst and Young. Michelle’s inclusive and empathetic leadership
style, coupled with boundless creativity and strong financial accountability,
has provided her with many opportunities including being asked to sit as Vice
Chair South of AMPIA - Alberta Media Production Industries Association. She
is currently working with the provincial government to develop and grow the
screen industry given the unprecedented global demand for content.
www.leaderproductions.com
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Denise Lee

Founder, Burlington Films
Denise is the founder of Burlington Films and has
proudly served as the Company Director since its
inception back in 2015. Her academic studies in
Media Business & Post Production served her well
during her earlier career path where she was a
consultant for numerous television and feature
post-productions for the past 14 years. Denise has
been a resident of Burlington, Ontario since 2011
and it was there that she found her energies and
aspirations were leading her towards environmental
protection and sustainable practices.
At the end of 2019, Denise began a grassroots campaign to educate and
transform the screen-based industries. This early journey will kick off with
the Going Green Conference on which Denise hopes will help educate the
public, but will also require producers to use the green production guide
strategies outlined.
In April 2019 the City of Burlington declared a climate emergency, joining
cities around the world in recognizing the urgent need to take immediate
and effective action to address the most significant issue of our time - climate
change. Denise has been working to create initiatives within the community
to demonstrate action on this critical issue and she would like to see sweeping
changes in film productions across Ontario to address the issues of waste,
energy efficiency and alternative source energies.
Denise brings her extensive, multi-faceted experience, solution-focus and
a dedicated hope for the future to her work and all of her collaborations.
www.burlingtonfilms.com
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Rennata López

Founder & Creative Producer, Lopii Productions
For the last 12 years, Rennata López has specialized
as a producer, writer, casting director and director
for television with an emphasis on lifestyle/factual
and childrens’ programming.
She has worked on many great children’s series
including the award-winning Giver (TVO Kids),
It’s My Party (TVOKids), What’s Inside? (TVOKids),
Scare-Tactics (MTV), and Pick a Puppy (YTV).
Rennata was nominated twice for a Canadian Screen Award in 2015 & 2016
and a Youth Media Alliance Award in 2019. In 2018 she won the Daytime Emmy
Award for Outstanding Education or Informational Series for her work on Giver.
Aside from producing, Rennata has also directed branded content interstitials
for YTV’s The Zone and interviews/testimonials for the shows Accessibility in
Action and It’s My Party. She has also written for shows Outlaw In-Laws and
Property Brothers.
In 2018, Rennata and her sister Georgina founded Lopii Productions Inc.
They wrapped their first 21 episode series with TVOkids and a segment for
Sesame Street season 50, both set to air in Spring 2020.
www.lopiiproductions.com
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Joanne Loton

Owner/Producer, GarageGirl Media
Documentary maker, immersive/interactive
investigator, and engaging team leader - Joanne
Loton strongly believes that as a storyteller, it’s up
to creators to find the best medium in which to tell
the story and that story must drive the tech, not the
other way round. A design led, multi-disciplinary
approach is at the core of almost everything she
likes to create and collaborate on.
Past projects include photographic installations;
short and long form documentaries with topics ranging from sky jackers to
weather bomb chasers; creating physical installations for Nuit Blanche, and
producing/developing blue chip broadcast series for channels such as Discovery
Channel, National Geographic, History Channel, A&E, MTV and Amazon.
Joanne has just finished exec-producing a Canada and Ontario 150 project called
SESQUI - a touring, immersive media experience. Featuring 360° cinematic full
dome content, interactive VR and online content, the programme reached 1.6
million Canadians in over 60 communities from coast to coast to coast and has
been nominated and won multiple awards in Best Immersive Experience.
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Leslea Mair

President & CEO, Zoot Pictures
Leslea Mair is a writer, director and producer based
in Winnipeg, Manitoba.
With a background in theatre and experimental film,
Leslea has applied her love of narrative to writing
and producing award-winning documentaries and
series. She has written, produced and sometimes
directed documentaries in the genres of science,
current affairs, social/political issues, POV and
feature documentary. Subjects range from Shaolin
monks to killer robots, preachers who don’t believe in god and the effects of
human activity on the environment.
On a lighter note, she has also produced three seasons of the lifestyle series
The Prairie Diner, a celebration of food and culture on the Canadian prairies,
and the science fiction web series, Nikola Tesla and the End of the World.
Leslea has been the President and CEO of Zoot Pictures Inc. since 1998, building
the company by delivering internationally focused content that is distributed
worldwide. Zoot Pictures’ creative team have originated and produced shows for
a wide variety of Canadian broadcasters including CBC Doc Zone, The Nature
of Things, documentary Channel, History Channel, Global, Vision TV, TVO and
Knowledge Network as well as ARTE France and PBS NOVA. Leslea is currently
writing and producing a feature documentary on the Paris Opera Bastille, and a
science documentary on the collapse of the ancient Maya.
www.zootpictures.com
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Leah Mallen

Producer, All in Pictures
Leah Mallen is a producer of over 20 years of
internationally acclaimed and award winning
content. Her films have screened theatrically all
over the world, and have sold to broadcasters
and platforms in several countries. Success from
the documentary film “Coast Modern’’ which sold
to Hulu, Sundance Channel, and premiered as
the number one independent film on iTunes for
several weeks running, continues to screen for
audiences. She is currently in production on “Form
and Place” a series of short films about design for Knowledge Network and
she is working alongside Blue Ant Studios to bring “The MAD World of Harvey
Kurtzman’’ to fruition; a feature documentary to be directed by Bart Simpson
(“Brasilia, Life After Design” ) about the life of the founder of MAD Magazine.
She heads up the production company All in Pictures with producer Marc
Stephenson where they are developing and producing a slate of documentary
and scripted content. She is the former chair of DOC BC and a former Hot
Docs board member and currently sits on the board of the Crazy8s Film Society
and Vancouver’s Cinematheque. She also co-produces Vancouver Architecture
and Design Film Festival which is launching its second year. She attended the
Canadian Film Centre and the Binger Film Lab in Amsterdam. She also recently
directed her first documentary film called “Chasing Steve” about aurora
enthusiasts that is currently screening at festivals and scientific institutions.
www.allinpictures.ca
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Michelle Melanson

President, Headspinner Productions
Emmy and BAFTA Nominated, Michelle Melanson
has over 25 years’ experience in the production
business with hundreds of episodes produced
and over 50 awards and nominations. Most
recently Michelle was President of Radical Sheep
Productions, executive producing such shows as
the worldwide hit The Next Step, as well as
Fangbone!, The Bagel & Becky Show, Tee & Mo,
Stella and Sam, The Yup Yups and Ollie The Boy
Who Became What He Ate. Michelle has won the
Canadian Screen award, the Grand Prize of the Youth Media Alliance, multiple
Kidscreen Awards and Cynopsis Awards. She also has a Juno Award for
producing the Stella and Sam Album.
In 2018 Michelle founded Headspinner Productions with husband Ken Cuperus,
an established Writer and Showrunner. They have a slate of 10 projects in
development with Canadian broadcasters and/or Funding.
Michelle is also the Founder of Women Drawn Together - a free organization
that fosters learning, networking and mentorship for Women in the Animation
community. In the past five years, the group has grown to 5 cities and over
1500 members.
In 2019, Michelle was named to the Ryerson University Alumni Wall of Fame.
www.headspinnerproductions.com
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Marylou Mintram

Manager of Distribution and Marketing, 7th Screen
Marylou Mintram is Cree and from Nisichawayasihk
Cree Nation. She is a graduate of the Toronto Film
School and has extensive broadcast experience
with CityTV, CTV, Toronto 1, Discovery Channel,
and APTN. Selected to take part in the Canadian
Media Producers Associations National Mentorship
Program, where she gained insight from a seasoned
producer. With over twelve years of broad-based
experience including being a communications
manager, non-profit board governance, fundraising
committees, supporting non-profits with public relations and marketing,
facilitation and project coordinator. She brings a unique depth and diversity
of talent from media relations, direct marketing campaigns for independent
service providers, national networks, and assisted start-up joint ventures
inclusive of national, provincial and municipal scopes of work. This experience
and knowledge will be an asset for planning distribution and marketing
campaigns for 7th SCREEN.
www.seventhscreen.ca
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Nicola Pender

Director & Founder, Pender PR
Nicola is a public relations professional and writer
with 15 years of experience in communications,
marketing and publicity. With a specialization in
film and television, she has helped launch television
series, led publicity campaigns for theatrical releases
of feature films and has worked as a publicist for
companies, brands and talent internationally. Nicola
recently created “The ABC’s of Publicity” course
which she teaches through Raindance, spoke on
the Women in Film & Television Producer’s Panel,
led a roundtable for Women in the Director’s Chair and is a sponsor of Women
in Animation’s Five in Focus program.
Prior to launching Pender PR, Nicola spent a decade at Thunderbird
Entertainment, one of the country’s leading production companies, where
she was the Director of Communications. Working across divisions in
production, development and distribution helped tailor the unique skillset
and experience that she brings to her clients at Pender PR. Taking a resultsdriven approach to her work, Nicola tailors cross-platform strategies for each
unique client with enthusiasm and professionalism. Nicola prides herself on
the strong relationships she has fostered across many industries, and strives
to promote projects and people she believes in.
Nicola has worked on numerous film and television properties and has worked
with some of the top networks in the world including Netflix, ABC, CBC, YTV,
Hulu, BBC and more. Her credits include Kim’s Convenience, Blade Runner:
2049, Red Snow, Beat Bugs, High Rise, Never Steady, Never Still, Daughter,
I Am Chris Farley, Slow West, The Riot Club and Some Assembly Required.
www.penderpr.com
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Jill Roberts

Founder & Principal, The Writing Department
Jill Roberts is a media producer, director, writer,
and communications consultant with over 20 years
of professional experience. She has collaborated on
feature and short films, documentaries, corporate
content, and all genres of media production. After
spending a decade in marketing communications
for the tech industry, Jill launched The Writing
Department in 2014. Her expertise is sought after
by experts in diverse industries including museums
and cultural institutions, education and the arts, and
technology and innovation. Her portfolio includes a book project and exhibition
work with the Royal Tyrrell Museum, enterprise-level content strategy and brand
development for Alberta University of the Arts, interviews with Deepak Chopra,
brand films for Benevity, broadcast commercials for popular restaurant chains,
and others. Jill is an enthusiastic supporter of women and diverse groups in
media, and is currently writing and directing a short film screening in May 2020
through the Herland Mentorship program. She has three features and a TV
series in the works.
www.thewritingdepartment.com
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Sheena Rossiter

Co-Owner & Creative Director,
Dona Ana Films & Multimedia
Sheena Rossiter is the co-owner of Dona Ana Films
& Multimedia. Her career started as a journalist 16
years ago. She’s produced projects in 20 countries
over the course of a decade. During that time,
she lived as a correspondent in Brazil for almost
seven years. In Brazil, her career in film and
television began.
After getting approached by TV news crews
to help with their reporting as a translator, Sheena
was recommended for other projects. The list of needs grew beyond translation.
She saw the need for production services in Brazil, and started her production
company, which specifically provided production services to foreigners filming
in Brazil. The business model boomed in the lead up to the Olympics.
Sheena’s company acted as a local producer and provided production services
for productions associated with mega-sporting events: the 2014 FIFA World
Cup, the 2015 Copa America in Chile, and the 2016 Summer Olympic Games.
Dona Ana Films & Multimedia worked on branded content for Google with the
Beyond the Map project, and on documentary projects, which broadcast on
HBO and Netflix, among others.
After 6 years of providing production services, the company produced and
financed its first independent production: “3 Siblings.” The documentary short
has screened at over 30 film festivals in 13 countries, and has won 5 awards.
It was also licensed to RTP in Portugal for broadcast.
Sheena now lives in Edmonton, and is refocusing Dona Ana Films & Multimedia
to produce content for the North and South American markets under a Canadian
business structure.
www.donaanafilms.com
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Amy Saunders

CEO & Founder, AlphaPR
Amy Saunders is the CEO and Founder of Torontobased boutique PR firm, AlphaPR. AlphaPR is known
for its cutting-edge clients, bold strategies, and
commitment to values. Amy Saunders works with
clients in both documentary and narrative film, as
well as music and books. Amy Saunders has worked
at Hot Docs Canadian International Documentary
Festival, Warner Brothers, and with AMC Networks,
where she has worked with a plethora of talented
actors, filmmakers, documentary storytellers, and
industry change-makers. AlphaPR’s clients include Hot Docs Best International
Documentary Award Winner of 2018, ‘We Could Be Heroes’ by filmmaker
Hind Bensari, Hot Docs 2019 Audience Choice Award winner ‘Maxima’ by
Claudia Sparrow, 2019 TIFF FIPRESCI winner ‘MURMUR’ by Heather Young,
and Hamburg Best Film Bronze winner in 2018, ‘Firecrackers’ by filmmaker
Jasmin Mozaffari.
A current candidate for OCAD University’s Master of Design in Strategic
Foresight and Innovation, Amy Saunders brings sustainable foresight to
AlphaPR’s campaigns and strategies in their holistic and innovative approaches.
She is also the first person to ever walk two “ghosts” down a red carpet at TIFF.
In her free time, she is a drummer, a poet, and avid yogi. She also enjoys
crosswords.
www.wearealphapr.com
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Patricia Scarlett

Founder and Co-President,
Media Business Institute (MBI)
Patricia Scarlett is Founder and Co-President of
Media Business Institute (MBI). This role allows her
to draw on her depth and the breadth of insight
and experience in television sales, distribution,
development and production. Over the years,
she has developed an impressive list of clients,
partners and colleagues around the world.
Patricia’s career began with TVOntario where, as a
highly successful international Sales Executive, she
was responsible for opening up the Latin American market with sales in Brazil,
Argentina and Chile. She has participated in industry events such as MIP-TV,
MIPCOM, Banff, Hot Docs and NATPE.
After leaving TVOntario, Patricia partnered with a colleague to launch Compass
International, a TV and film distribution company representing domestic and
internationally-produced children’s, documentary and arts programmes. She
acquired and licensed Igloolik Isuma’s, ATANARJUAT: THE FAST RUNNER, to
CBC Television. This critically acclaimed film was also the winner of the 2001
Camera d’Or prize at the Cannes International Film Festival and Canada’s topgrossing film in 2002.
Recognizing a knowledge deficit and lack of training opportunities for television/
film students and emerging independent producers, Patricia developed two
innovative workshops - So You’ve Made a Film... Now What?, on domestic and
international film/television distribution and marketing and So You Want to Be
a TV Producer... Now What, focusing primarily on the intricacies of financing
productions. These intense but lively workshops have been delivered at
Queen’s University and Humber College. The THINK IT, SHOOT IT, MOVE IT
workshop was delivered in South Africa.
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Emily Schooley

CEO, Laughing Cat Productions
Emily Schooley is an award-winning actor and
emerging filmmaker whose multi-disciplinary
foundation informs her overall practice. She is the
founder of Laughing Cat Productions, a Torontobased company that focuses on telling intelligent,
women-driven stories.
Emily has worked extensively in independent stage
and screen media, with projects ranging from small,
intimate sets to large-scale productions involving
over 100 cast and crew members. She is a proud associate member of Film
Fatales Toronto.
Within Canada and in the United States, she has led several guest workshops
and lectures on the practices of independent filmmaking and performance.
She has appeared as an on-camera expert in several documentaries, including
A Big Set of Lungs (examining the horror genre) and MeAfterToo (discussing
the MeToo movement).
Several of Emily’s films - along with projects that Laughing Cat was hired to help
create - have won awards and screened internationally, including in the US,
UK, Europe, Africa, and China. These include the short films Mom Jail, Sidney,
Abnegation, and Two Mates, and the feature film Blood Child. Emily’s last two
short films - Psyche, and Life and the Art of Lying - have both won awards, with
the latter being included in CFMDC’s 2019 Queer Compilation, and available
on VOD on platforms including Amazon Prime.
As a believer in lifelong learning, Emily continues to hone her skills through
various organizations including Workman Arts, Charles Street Video, Toronto
Business Development Centre, Second City, The Actor’s Foundry, and more.
www.laughingcat.ca
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Lauralee Sheehan
Founder & CCO, Digital 55

Lauralee is a design thinker, a digital addict, but
above all an artist. With years of experience working
in the creative and digital product development
sector, Lauralee is a trailblazer in the digital space,
pushing forward how creative and tech intersect.
She has led dynamic creative and dev teams on
various award-winning digital, interactive and
research based projects. Her unique background,
having her own product line (with a product design
shoutout on Buzzfeed) and as a former owner of an
indie record label, Lauralee brings a fresh, authentic and innovative approach
to the design and learning space.
www.digital55studios.com
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Gina Simone

Editor/Director/Producer, Pocket Film School
Gina Simone is a Producer, Director, AD and Editor
in the film industry, working mostly in Toronto
Ontario and Vancouver BC. Since graduating from
York University’s BFA program, with honours, Gina
has not stopped breathing life into a stream of
features, shorts, commercials and music videos.
Keen to create stories with impact, her recent work
includes producing and picture editing a short
Indigenous film in Tofino BC titled Whale, a pick
of Harold Greenberg and Bell Media shorts to features program. In fall of 2019,
Gina and a small group of four, released an online film school unlike any other,
Pocket Film School.
Her career Producing began with Canalplays’ first web series, The Village
Green, that has gone on to win awards around the world. Not long after,
she Produced the dramatizations for CBC’s political documentary I, Pedophile,
nominated for a 2017 CSA. Later that year, Gina co-directed season 1 of the
Second Generation web series now on Amazon Prime. In 2018, she became
a member of the DGC as an assistant director.
Most passionately, Gina is always directing documentary content, her recent
documentary projects include one shot in Mexico about Belgian artist, a mental
health short doc titled I Need My Best Friend Back, featured at the Rendezvous
With Madness festival in Toronto, as well as a series of short documentary films
about the work of Dr. Lorna Jean Edmonds. You can find her every March
judging Skillz Canada at high schools around the GTA!
www.pocketfilmschool.io
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Pamela Slavin

Founder, PSR Productions
Pam Slavin is a two-time Emmy-nominated and
BAFTA winning producer with experience in both
animation and live-action. The BANFF Rockie
nominated family short film she recently produced,
“The Most Magnificent Thing,” with Whoopi
Goldberg and Alison Pill was voted by kids as the
Best Film in its age group at the Giffoni Festival in
Italy and The Chicago International Childrens’ Film
Festival. As a Supervising and Executive Producer
her credits include Esme and Roy (HBO), Ollie’s Pack
(Nickelodeon), PJ Masks ( Disney), and Johnny Test (Cartoon Network/Teletoon).
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Kaitlan Stewart

Founder & Producer, Fenix Film & Television
Kaitlan Stewart is a writer, producer and creator in
the film and television industry and the founder of
Fenix Film & Television.
After completing a Bachelor of Arts Degree in
English and Creative Writing at the University
of Alberta, Kaitlan later focused her studies and
creative talents in the Northern Alberta Institute of
Technology’s Television Arts program. Getting her
start on the sets of Canada’s Got Talent, CityLine,
and The Bachelor Canada, Kaitlan has gone on to work with the writing,
producing and development teams of some of the most successful productions
to come out of Alberta. To-date, Kaitlan’s credits include: season 3 of the docureality series The Liquidator (Anaïd Productions), season 3 of the hit comedy
series Tiny Plastic Men (Mosaic Entertainment), seasons 4 and 5 of the CSA
award-winning dramatic series, Blackstone (Prairie Dog Film + Television),
and season 5 of Mosaic Entertainment’s sketch comedy series, CAUTION:
May Contain Nuts.
As the Manager of Development and Business Affairs at Mosaic Entertainment,
Kaitlan spearheaded the development of multiple intellectual properties where
she worked alongside broadcasters (CBC, APTN, Super Channel), funders
(BellFund, Alberta Media Fund, Canada Media Fund, etc.), production partners
and creative teams to create market-ready IPs. Since founding Fenix Film &
Television, Kaitlan continues to apply her creative talents and industry savvy,
writing, creating and packaging projects for global markets. Fenix’s first featurelength project, written and produced by Kaitlan, is in formal development with
Super Channel.
Kaitlan sits on the board of the Alberta Media Industries Production Association.
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Amy Tepperman

Founder & Education Director, Moving EDGEucation
Amy Tepperman began her professional life as an
animator working on a range of shows from “The
Backyardigans” to “Total Drama Island”/”Action”,
while also on faculty at Centennial College’s Digital
Animation program. After nearly a decade in the
industry, in 2011 she found herself unexpectedly
returning to her childhood passion, “dancing”,
after being given an opportunity to develop
creative movement programming for the public
education sector. Nearly 10 years later, she is now
a kinesthetic learning expert, curriculum creator and TEDx speaker having
worked with students and teachers from over 850 schools nationwide through
her organization “Moving EDGEucation”. What does that mean exactly?
Have you ever imagined that you could explore Fractions as a Breakdancer
or Geometry as a Tai-Chi Master? How about Patterning like animals moving
through the Pride Lands of Africa, or even The Water Cycle as a Slobbering
Zombie?! That’s what Amy does! She’s created a giant library of lesson plans
for elementary teachers to teach different subjects by getting students up on
their feet moving to music - rather than the traditional way of sitting down,
paper and pencil in hand. She is now merging her two careers together turning
her education curriculum into fun and innovative, story based content for the
screen! Through story and characters we’ll explore how we can learn “actively”
with our minds and bodies while also celebrating everyone’s diverse learning
styles, perspectives, and strengths, showing kids how we are all unique and
can thrive in our own special way!
www.movingedgeucation.com
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Bonnie Thompson

Owner & Producer, Dreaming Bird Productions
As owner of, and producer with Dreaming
Bird Productions, Bonnie Thompson is a
veteran Canadian film producer. She has
produced numerous television and feature
POV documentaries with directors and coproducers across Canada, most projects focusing
on social issues and character driven POV feature
documentaries. She worked with the National Film
Board of Canada for over 30 years in marketing
and production before producing independently.
Her productions have won awards regionally, nationally and internationally,
and have been viewed on big and little screens around the world. Recent
productions include the feature documentary Angry Inuk (NFB, CBC, Doc
Channel) which won the Hot Docs Audience Award, the Ge´meaux Best Doc
Award, TIFF Top Ten Award; the short NFB animation Wildlife, nominated
for an Academy Award and a Canadian Screen Award; the ground-breaking
NFB interactive documentaries Bear 71 and Invisible World, winner of
Webby Awards; and most recently ni^pawistama^sowin: We Will Stand
Up (CBC, APTN) which opened Hot Docs 2019, won the Best Canadian
feature Documentary Award, and is nominated for a Canadian Screen
Award for Best Canadian Feature Documentary.
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Sarah Timmins

President, Corvid Pictures
Sarah Timmins is a producer of film, television and
interactive media. Projects include two seasons of
the half hour, horror comedy TODD & THE BOOK
OF PURE EVIL and the international award-winning
feature film THE TRACEY FRAGMENTS starring
Ellen Page (winner Manfred Salzgeber Prize Berlin
International Film Festival, Best Canadian Feature,
Atlantic Film Festival).
Recently released was the animated feature
TODD & THE BOOK OF PURE EVIL: THE END OF THE END, financed with
a fan-supported crowdfunding campaign on Indiegogo and with support
from Telefilm Canada.
Sarah has worked as a scripted executive for Shaftesbury and Marble Media,
worked in scripted and documentary television production as well as
international feature co-productions. She got her start in Canada at Epitome
Pictures, producers of Degrassi: The Next Generation.
Currently she is overseeing a diverse slate of projects for Corvid Pictures and
in partnership with other Canadian and international partners in television,
feature and digital short form media.
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Katy Tooth

Producer/Director, Tooth Pics
Katy Tooth is a Producer / Director with over
10 years’ experience in the Documentary and
unscripted Industry. She has extensive experience
producing and directing a huge range of factual
content for broadcasters like Netflix, BBC, Channel
4, Discovery and PBS. She has directed and
produced BAFTA winning series including Long
Lost Family for ITV and Grand Designs for Channel
4 and has worked with a huge range of high-profile
Talent. Katy’s film Ocean: Troubled Water for The
Economist Films won several awards including beating Blue Planet II for best
Science film at the Lovie awards.
Before moving to Vancouver in 2018, Katy has lived and worked in London,
UK and Sydney, Australia and has a solid understanding of international
broadcasters and markets.
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Ying Wang

Director/Writer/Producer, gYu Films International
Born in Beijing, Ying Wang worked as a journalist
and photographer in China before moving to
Vancouver BC twenty years ago. From 2003 to
2005, Ying wrote, directed and produced her
first feature film SISTERS. Inspired by her sister’s
experience, this 84-minute docu-drama exposed
for the first time the life of Chinese women who
suffer from eating disorders. The film was collected
by Vancouver Public Library and other academic
institutions. From 2007 to 2019, Ying dedicated
herself to a decade-long project THE WORLD IS BRIGHT. Following an elderly
Chinese couple who came to Canada to search for the truth behind their
son’s death in Vancouver, this 116-minute documentary tackles the topic of
immigration and mental health from a broader sociocultural perspective. THE
WORLD IS BRIGHT premiered at the 38th Vancouver International Film Festival
in 2019; Ying won the Sea to Sky Award for her outstanding work as a female
key creative on a BC-produced feature.
Ying’s credits as a filmmaker also include producing TRICKS ON THE DEAD:
THE STORY OF CHINESE LABOUR CORPS IN WWI, a Canada-China-France
co-production that won two 2016 Canadian Screen Awards and the 2015
Vancouver International Film Festival Audience Must See Award.
In 2007, Ying co-founded Cinevolution Media Arts Society in Richmond BC,
a city with one of the highest new immigrant populations in Canada. In 2014,
Ying established her own production company gYu Films International Inc.,
with the goal to sustainably produce quality digital media works that reflect
diverse voices of our society.
www.gyufilms.ca
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Brandy Yanchyk

Journalist, Host and Documentary Filmmaker,
Brandy Y Productions
Brandy Yanchyk is a Journalist and Edmontonbased independent documentary filmmaker. Since
2009, Brandy has made twenty-three television
documentaries and series, four web series and an app.
Ms. Yanchyk’s productions cover a wide range of
social and factual genres. Brandy is the director,
producer, writer and host of her films.
Her documentaries have aired on channels including
the BBC, CBC, PBS, the CBC Documentary Channel, Rogers, CPAC, TELUS
Optik, AMI, YES TV, SHAW TV, SBS for NITV Australia, AB Groupe France,
VIASAT WORLD in Scandinavia, Axess TV in Sweden, 1HDTV in Russia, HRT
Croatian Television, Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting, RUV in Iceland, PRIMA
TV in the Czech Republic, Amazon Prime, Halhara Finances Limited in Cyprus,
The Times Internet in India, Taiwanese international airlines Eva Air, Canadian
airlines WestJet and Air Canada and at film festivals around the world.
Brandy reported for the BBC Travel Show covering stories in Canada, Finland,
Australia and New Zealand for a global audience of 72 million viewers. She has
also worked as a Broadcast Journalist at BBC World TV and the BBC World
Service in London.
Brandy was a News Reporter for CBC for over a decade in the Toronto, Edmonton
and London, UK bureaus. Brandy’s radio documentaries have aired on CBC’s
The Current, CBC’s Dispatches, Public Radio International’s The World, Deutsche
Welle Radio and the BBC World Service.
Brandy Yanchyk has a BAA in Radio and Television Arts from Ryerson University
and a BFA with a Specialization in Theatre Performance from Concordia University.
www.brandyyanchyk.com
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Contact Us
Program and application enquiries:
banfffellowships@brunico.com
Sponsorship opportunities:
kejem@brunico.com & bboudreau@brunico.com
Media enquiries:
sberment@brunico.com & eharding@brunico.com
www.spark.banffmediafestival.com

